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Day of reckoning for downtown Appleton
by Terry Moran
The proposed Fox River Mall,
a controversial shopping center
planned by the General Growth
Properties real estate invest
ment trust for construction by
1984 in Grand Chute, faces a
strong challenge next Wednes
day in an informational hearing
of Wisconsin’s Department of
Natural Resources. The hearing
will be held in Harper Hall,
beginning at 10:00 a.m.
Both those in favor of the pro
posed mall and those opposed

to it see the hearing as a water
shed in the controversy. In a
memo to its employees en
couraging their attendance,
Sears Roebuck and Co., which
is leading the move of major
department stores out of the
downtown to the mall, called
the hearing “the second biggest
day in the history of the mall
(No. 1 is when it opens).”
Dorothy Johnson, mayor of Ap
pleton, who opposes the mall,
said she hopes the hearing will
be part “ of an appeals process

which could go all the way to
the Supreme C ourt.” And
Susan Steingass, Special En
vironmental Counsel to the city
of Appleton said “this may be
the only chance the city has to
get everything on the record.”
In related developm ent,
Senior Vice-President for Ad
ministration John Sieracke of
the H.C. Prange Co., which is
committed to placement in the
planned mall, told The Lawren
tian that it was highly unlikely
that Prange’s seven-story Col-

Closing? Prange’s prepares for worst
by Tony Hurtig
“ It's not fair that we haven't
heard about this until now,” ac
cording to Kathy Kobel, Ap
p le to n b ran ch op e ra tio n s
manager of H.C. Prange’s
Department store.
Kobel’s response was provok
ed by Sr. Vice President of
Prange’s, John Sieracke, who
told The Lawrentian on Jan. 11
that with the opening of the
proposed Fox River Mall, the
chances for survival of the
downtown Prange’s are slim.
Sieracke feels that because “ the
fallout of business from the
downtown will be substantial,”
the downtown Prange’s may
not survive into 1987.
Kobel’s first news of the like
ly a b a n d o n m e n t o f the
downtown store came on Jan.
12 when the Lawrentian asked
how she and her employees felt
about the possibility of losing

their present jobs. Kobel was
stunned by the news as she had
previously been led to believe
that the downtown Prange’s
would remain open.
“ It"8 possible we would be
able to keep both stores open. ”
said Sieracke, “ But I wouldn’t
bet on i t " The Sr. VP who’s of
fice is located in Sheboygan,
has specific priorities which dic
tate over the future of the
downtown branch. “ We will try
to bend over backwards for the
Appleton community," said
Sieracke, but “our first respon
sibility is to our stockholders.”
Thus “we are commited to go to
the malL”
As o f th is W ednesday,
downtown Prange employees
had no reason to fear the
dissolution of their jobs, but
top management at Prange’s
has known that they “ will keep
the downtown store open as

long as it is economically
viable.”
Koble’s initial reaction to the
news was optimistic. “ The
downtown store will stay open
as long as the consumer sup
ports it.“ She expects both
stores to operate simultaneous
ly. “The relationship between
the Appleton community and
Prange’s can hold in this free
enterprise system.”
In case the demands of the
Fox Valley are not strong
enough to support both stores
and the downtown branch
closes, as predicted by Prange’s
top management, Kobel ex
pects downtown employees to
be relocated to (me of the
n e ig h b o r in g
b ra n c h e s .
“Historically, the company has
n e ve r
te r m in a te d
an
employee.”
Koble plans to call Sieracke
to get more information on the
status of the downtown store.

lege Avenue store would remain
open. The Lawrentian has also
determ ined th a t G im b e l’s
would seriously consider clos
ing their downtown store
should the mall open.
Should both stores close their
downtown facilities, Appleton
faces the possibility that its
central business district would
be blighted, as smaller retailers
ab a n d o n an in c re a s in g ly
eviscerated retailing area.
In addition, a study com
missioned by the Wisconsin
D e p a r tm e n t
of
N a tu r a l
Resources on the economic im
pacts of the proposed mall bas
ed much of its forecast of the
d o w n t o w n ’s
c o n t in u in g
economic health on the assump
tion that both Prange’s and
Gimbel’s would keep their Col
lege Avenue stores open, an
a s s u m p t io n
base d
on
statements of both corpora
tions. Mr. Sieracke’s statement
that he “wouldn’t bet on it”
casts serious doubts on the ac
curacy of some of the report’s
conclusions.
The report, prepared by the
Washington-based consulting
firm Hammer, Siler, George
A ssociates was presented
publicly last Wednesday night
in Harper Hall by George
Dengler. The conclusions of the
study were challenged after
wards by Ms. Steingass and
Lawrence
Professor Je ff
Miller, among many other
residents. Miller called the
s tu d y “ an u n s a tisfa c to ry
analysis”, pointing out that it
examined too few possible

scenarios in reaching its conclu
sions, and that is seemed that
too little extensive and analysis
was done of the area, rather a
pre-fabricated model had been
used in the study, with certain
specifics of the Appleton area
being “plugged in.”
The Hammer Siler and
George study will be part of the
testimony presented at next
Wednesday’s hearing, which
will attempt to confirm the
D .N .R ’s tentative conclusion
that “ the mall would not cripple
downtown Appleton, and an en
vironmental impact statement
is not needed.” Mayor Johnson
feels that the development
would “directly hurt the city of
A p p le to n and A p p le to n ’s
downtown.” It was a letter
from Mayor Johnson to Gover
nor Dreyfuss that initiated the
Hammer Siler George study,
and she has been at the
forefront of efforts questioning
the proposed development.
Lawrence President Richard
Warch has also been an active
member of the opposition to the
mall. “ He has been there from
the beginning, and he has been
enthusiastic and courageous,”
according to Ms. Steingass.
The developers of the mall,
General Growth Properties of
Des Moines, Iowa, feel that
Warch and Johnson and others
opposing the mall are in the
minority in the Appleton area.
They also feel that the effect of
the d e v e lo p m e n t on the
downtown will be not blight,
but rather “a gradual transfor
mation” of the district from

Wrolstad confronts his critics
continued on page 4

Thurow to give convo
by Fred Bartol
Lester Thurow, prominent
econom ist, co lum nist, and
author, will present a Gordon
Clapp Memorial Convocation
Address on Tuesday, January
19 at 11:00 a.m. in the
Memorial Chapel.
Mr. Thurow, who teaches
Economics and Management at
the Massachusetts Institute of
T echnology, received his
undergraduate degree from
Williams College in 1960 and
studied for two years at Balliol
College, Oxford as a Rhodes
Scholar, earning an M.A. with
first class honors in Politics,
Philosophy, and Economics. He
received a Ph.D. in Economics
from Harvard University in
1964.
In addition to teaching, Mr.
Thurow has contributed to a
variety of journals of opinion

Rronomist Lester Thurow

and has written regular col
umns for such newspapers as
the Los Angeles Times and the
New York Times. He has also
authored several books, in
c lu d in g
P o v e rty
an d
Discrimination (1969), Invest
ment in Human Capital (1970),
Im p a c t of Taxes on the
American Economy (1971), and
Generating Inequality (1975).
Thurow’s most recent book,
The Zero-Sum Society, was one
of the most widely read and
discussed books on economics
in 1980, and a highly controver
sial contribution to the debate
over economic policy for the
coming decade. The book’s cen
tral thesis, and a theme which
runs through all of Thurow’s
current work, is that the cur
rent period of slow economic
growth has made economic ac
tivity essentially a “ zero-sum
game” in which the gains of
some result in equal losses for
others, and in which all policies
designed to solve fundamental
p ro b le m s
of
in f la t io n ,
u n e m p lo y m e n t, p o llu tio n ,
energy shortages, and sluggish
productivity entail substantial
losses for some part of society.
For example, Thurow sug
gests, the deregulation of oil
and gas prices which is seen as
one means of reducing fossil
fuel consumption will naturally
benefit the petroleum industry,
and perhaps even, in the long
run, the society as a whole, but
will also cause severe short
term reductions in the standard
of living of all consumers of
continued on page 10

Ed. Note: This is the first of a three
part series dealing with the oftdebated question of the Worlstad
record. Following a recent inter
view, part one will deal with Mr.
Wrolstad's own perceptions and
reflections on the position of Vice
President for Business Affairs of
Lawrence University. Subsequent
installments will deal with his per
ception by his colleagues and by
University personnel, and the final
installment will assume the per
spective of the student who is affec
ted by the internal dealings of the
senior business officer.

by Dave Blowers
For most Lawrentians the
name of Marwin O. Wrolstad,
Vice-President for Business Af
fairs, conjures legendary im
ages like the money changer or
the robber baron. He is most
well-known as the culprit of the
small houses and the would-be
eliminator of the art annex.
But perhaps this so called
modern day Machiavelli has
been for a long time unfairly
judged—the fall guy in this age
of shrinking resources and
escalating costs—by m isin
formed students the likes of
Haen and Schmidt.
Unfortunately, this popular
lore often obscures the 22
years of distinguished service
Mr. Wrolstad has given to the
university. In an effort to
review the “ Wrolstad record,’’
the Lawrentian talked with
the senior business officer and
he reflected on several of the
events of the past twenty two
years. He outlined institutional
priorities, related some of his
achievements and regrets, and
addressed some com m on

misconceptions which he feels
“ are in the nature of the beast.”
When Mr. Wrolstad came to
the Lawrence campus in the
Fall of 1960 happy to return to
his home state, he brought with
him a wealth of experience. He
was just coming off a tenure as
business m anager at the
M u n ic ip a l U n iv e r s ity of
Omaha. He had also been the
purchasing agent for the
United States Military Cor
respondence School in Madison.
The most interesting aspect
of Mr. Wrolstad’s background
is that he is a trained lawyer.
Thus his early career saw him
as a casualty claim adjuster in a
small law firm. Wrolstad iden
tified his legal training as an in
valuable asset.
A c c o rd in g to P re sid e n t
Warch, Mr. Wrolstad is in a
position to make a lot of impor
tant decisions regarding the
university. One prevailing and
p o p u la r
m is c o n c e p tio n ,
however, relates to the scope of
the bittiness manager’s duties
and responsibilities. Many
believe that Wrolstad has ab

V ik in g

N ew

' N-1 \\\\
Why is this man smiling?

however, is clearly defined in
Article V II, Section 2 of the
U n iv e rsity By-Laws. The
general job description reads in
part as follows:
“The senior business officer
shall be responsible for the
continued on page 4
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solute and sovereign authority
in all financial matters. Some
have even conjectured that dur
ing the Smith years he ran the
entire university.
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Appleton mailed
A downtown is something one doesn't really think about until its
gone. The discovery this week by The Lawrentian of the high liklihood of
the closing of Prange’s and Gimbel's downtown stores should the Fox
River Mall open reveals a stark threat to the health and character of
Appleton’s central business district.
This city has a lot going for it; it's not going to collapse if this mall is
developed. But the potential abandonment of the downtown by one or two
of the major retailers there may portend a serious long term economic
shock from which Appleton may not soon recover. Smaller retailers,
restaurants and other services depend on the drawing power of a large
department store; without that draw, many may be forced to move or close
down entirely.
We Lawrentians may to be too removed from this issue — insulated in
the comfortable course of college existence, booking when we have to,
partying when we want to, doing our time here and leaving soon. We may
be satisfied with downtown developments as long as some stores such as
Beggar’s Tune, or Pond Sport, or the The Casbah stay open (and Conkey’s
takes a slight bath), and as long as the economic fallout from the mill
doesn’t hit the fan until after we graduate. Besides, we may think, what
will probably happen is simply the gradual transformation of the
downtown, a process which proceeds with or without the mall — Sam m y’s
to Seigo’s to East Meets West to Good Company.
Wrong. In a report to the Wisconsin Department of Natural
Resources on possible economic impacts of the mall on Appleton, H am 
mer, Siler and George Associates pointed out that, “Vacant stores can
create a blighting effect on neighboring stores and the retail district as a
whole. If the facilities are allowed to deteriorate, they give an impression
of decay and high potential for crime (emphasis added).” This possibility is
unacceptable to anyone who is concerned about Appleton or about
Lawrence.
Like it or not, Appleton and Lawrence share a constant bond, a special
history. This history is more than the friendship between two Boston
Brahmins, or the quirky coincidence of Frank Zappa’s attendance at
Lawrence and his subsequent success in rock. It is a history of growth,
filled with figures such as Henry Wriston, Ted Cloak, Ed Bayley and
Michael Hammond. And it is a history with a future; if we care about
Lawrence, especially in the hard years ahead, then we care about A p
pleton, and are obliged to enter into the public debate on its future.
So far, apart from the efforts of the president of the University, the
Lawrence community has not been an integral part of this debate. Area
residents at last week’s hearing voiced this opinion, and were disappointed
in the dearth of student involvement in community affairs, especially in
the downtown/mall controversy. This silence, whether out of indifference
or ignorance should end. LUCC should, as the representative body of the
Lawrence community, take some stand on the issue — offer assistance to
the city, do something constructive and truly involved for a change.
It is fashionable at Lawrence to rag on Appleton; indeed, it ’s
fashionable to rag on Lawrence. One way to break this fashion is to try to
care enough about the place where we share four years together to actively
support its advantages, to constructively criticize its failings, to think a
bit about its future. The consequences of carelessness coupled with
economic decay are too numerous and too visible across the landscape of
the republic to ignore.
Seen from U.S. Highway 1, along the coast from Kennebunkport up to
Northeast Harbor and beyond, the state of Maine seems a fine land of rug
ged scenery and trim, enduring towns of blue and white frame and grey
stone. But inland, far removed from the prosperous lobster-fishing and
tourism industries, one find towns of depression and despair; like Rumford, birthplace of U.S. Senator Edmund Muskie, where men sit on the
fire-station steps and glance indifferently at transient strangers.
Economic stagnation turns these towns dull and their citizens cold; blight
descends not on dollars only, but on hopes as well.
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Merton finks on Skinner
To the Editors,
It is time to put my com
ments into perspective. The in
correctly transcribed quota
tions provided in the PostCrescent and the selective
reading of that article by Mr.
Skinner leave me little choice
b u t to “ set th e record
straight.” The Post-Crescent
reporter left out a very impor
tant word in one of the quota
tions attributed to me. I had
said that athletics was a part of
the learning process. The state
ment makes little sense without
the word learning. I also said
that athletics was a valuable
complement to academic learn
ing for the mature student. For
some students, however, inter
collegiate athletics may en
courage focus on pursuits with
only a short term payoff rather
than the development of skills
that will serve them well long
after they have departed from
Lawrence.

Let me now focus on my main
concern as opposed to the
various snippets that have ap
peared in print. It is my opi
nion, as a professional educator,
that the Lawrence community

Dr. Finkler
curve.

throws

Skinner

a

gives relatively too much atten
tion to sports in general and
football in particular. We
should feel truly embarassed
when only a quarter of the

chapel is filled for a convocation
or when only four students at
tend a Main Hall Forum. Both
of these situations occurred
during this past term. Addi
tionally, the Lawrentian often
does not cover academic events
like Main Hall Fora or Science
Hall Colloquia. I prefer respon
ding to comments about my
talk on Reaganomics rather
than to a few remarks given in
response to a reporter’s ques
tions. I regret leaving my door
open to such w a n d e rin g
minstrels.
The Lawrence football team
should be congratulated for its
successes. I agree with Skinner
when he suggests that athletics
plays an important role in mak
ing a well-rounded Lawrentian.
My concern is also with “ well
roundedness;” I know of too
many students who do not
place athletics in its proper
perspective.
Respectfully submitted,

M.D. FINKLER

Lucy Perez has a nice day
To the Lawrentian Editors;
A great many memories have
built up since I first entered the
Lawrence Community, as an
undergraduate, twenty-seven
years ago. However, none can
begin to compare to the ex
periences of Monday, January
4, that will now certainly head
the list of happy memories in
years to come. Some very
special thank yous are in order
for those experiences.
The first “ thank you” goes to
Mr. Wrolstad for sending John
Moder in his truck to get me
here. The ride through the back
streets full of drifts and blow
in g snow was a w in te r
wonderland of sights and
sounds that I ’d never imagined
possible. My thanks to Mr.
Moder for the great fun and his
good natured mood that set the
tone for a great day and unforgetable experience. Also, for
making another trip to bring in
Barbara Bode to help and then
get us both back home again.
Thanks also go to Joan
Ja n s e n
and
K are n
Grapengeiser in our office for
their tremendous support and
help while trying to keep their
own units running and answer
ing all of the phones. Kathy
B u b lit z has m y sincere
gratitude for plowing her way
through the drifts on campus to
help me out and handle so many

aspects of registration that I
could never have done alone.
Finally, a very special and
most sincere thank you to each
of the hundreds of students
who made their way to the
Business Office despite the
weather. Their good natured
humor, patience, ynderstanding
and help made the day very
special and certainly reinforced
my belief in the Lawrence
9pirit. They were terrific! I

would never have believed that
the first day of registration
could be such fun. Despite the
weather, lack of staff and
resulting confusion, the day
flew by as a happy, memorable
experience that I wouldn’t have
missed for anything.
Thank you all for making it
so!

LUCY PEREZ
Supervisor of Student
Accounts
Business Office

K ing birthday reminder
Today is the birthday of one
of
A m e r ic a ’s
fin e s t
humanitarians, Martin Luther
King. King was the leader of
the civil rights movement in the
1960s. His theory focused on
the natural rights of all
American citizens regardless of
their sex, race, or creed. King
was Time magazine’s Man of
the Year in 1964 and the reci
pient of the 1964 Nobel Peace
Prize.
Martin Luther King impress
ed and inspired me in several
fashions—as a clergym an,
leader, activist, and diplomat.
King once said “let no man pull
you as low as to hate him...hate
is rooted in fear...the cure is
Love.” Another quote of Mar

tin Luther King concerning
non-violence; “ We will return
good for evil. Christ showed us
the way and Mahatma Gandhi
proved that it could work!”
Martin Luther King was a
dreamer. I believe in his dream.
Like King, I believe in a dream
th a t
one
day
a ll
A m e r ic a n s —w h ite , b la c k ,
y ellow , or re d —can liv e
together in peace. I believe in a
dream that one day people will
be judged by the content of
their character and not the col
or of their skin. I believe in a
dream that one day this nation
will live up to the true meaning
of its creed: liberty and justice
for all.
yes, I believe in a dream.

- D E R R IC K DeWALT

In Memoriam
It is with deepest regret that
we wish to inform the Lawrence
community of the death of
Lawrence alumnus John Allen
“ W ally” Chambers of the class
of 1981. John died in a car acci
dent on December 16, 1981. A
leadership Memorial Fund has
been set up in John’s name
through the University. We
wish to extend our deepest
sympathy to all those who were
fortunate enough to have
known John.

The Brothers of
Delta Tau Delta

J
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King room policy exposed
by Dave Lawson
Lawrence’s Viking Room has
long been a special, integral
part of the social life for
students and other members of
the Lawrence C om m unity.
Because of its accessibility and
atmosphere, the V.R. has held
its fa v o ra b le re g a rd by
students, and is a credit to the
on-campus environment which
Lawrence has fostered so
carefully. Operational policy
and personnel changes thus af
fect all those who patronize the
Viking Room or are employed
by it.
D evelopm ents in V ik in g
Room operation this year warran t
e x a m in a tio n
and
scrutinization, with a mind to
in s u rin g th a t the V ik in g
R o o m ’s p urpose and a t 
mosphere be maintained — that
it continues as a relaxed,
healthy place to both work and
recreate. The addition this year
of two head-residents as full
time supervisors, problems in
volving the student manager
ship and bartenders, and the
role of the Viking Room com
mittee are at issue when assess
ing the V .R.’s overall status.
The full-time presence of Marcie W oolever an d F a ith
Bramhall in the Viking Room
provoked questions and com
ments by many concerning the
necessity of the position, its ex
tent and limitations and the
change in high level managerial
attitude which their actions
reflect. The position of Union
evening supervisor or coor
dinator was conceived of about
four years ago, and money
budgeted for it two years ago,
though until this year it wasn’t
clear who would fill the position
or what its exact specifications
would be. Some of this still re
mains to be illucidatcd.
The Office of Campus Life
made the case for expansion of
the Head-Resident position to
entail further on-campus duties
not directly related to the dorm.

For example, the Sage head squeezed out of responsibility,
resident is now charged with and subsequently, clear com
coordination of the intramural m unication with his boss,
programs in addition to her Marge Van Roy. The two super
duties at Sage. The supervisory visors had come between he and
position in the Viking Room Van Roy, and could become a
was not, however, well designed beneficial attribute of the Vik
and thought through at the ing Room only when a solid,
time of its inception. This left lateral communication of pro
the two supervisors and the blems and violations was main
student manager uncertain tained between supervisors and
regarding the depth and com bar-manager.
As for the demotions of four
patibility of their respective
responsibilities.
experienced bartenders to
Now, after more than a term substitute status, these were
on the job, Plantz head-resident carried out hastily and without
Marcie Woolever considers her substantiation of the accusa
responsibility to be that of tions. The lasting impression is
maintaining order, “ keeping an that though the intentions of
eye on the b a rte n d e rs ,” Marge and the supervisory duo
assisting them with the duties may have been justified, their
of counting money and noting actions were in the manner of
d is c ip lin a r y
damages and violations which c a p r ic io u s
occur in the union.
measures rather than attention
W hat then were the movita- to reshaping of attitudes and
tions for the creation of this habits which had long been ac
new position, when the V.R. cepted.
Marge Van Roy shoulders
seemed to function just fine for
so long under the guidance of a much blame and criticism con
student-manager and student- cerning Viking Room opera
tions. She has been responsible
bartenders?
Problems recognized by the for the execution of policy
Office of Campus Life and through the student-manager
Union Grill manager Marge and bartenders, and merits
Van Roy included bartenders some criticism in that she is
drinking on duty, free beers be often single-minded in her ideas
ing given away, inaccuracies on about the Viking Room. It is
time sheets and inventory the Viking Room committee,
records, and pot smoking and however, listed in the Student
destruction by patrons. When Handbook as an LUCC commit
the 2 supervisors were initial tee, which has been typically
ly implemented to curb such in lax in the discharge of its duties
fractions, they became essen as stated in its purpose. (This
t ia lly
over-the-shoulder committee is to be distinguish
matrons, and were viewed by ed from the Viking Room com
some bartenders and patrons as mittee which concerns itself
im posing “ b ab y sitte rs” or with events programming and
cops. The difference in at is listed under the LUPC
titudes and the lack of com heading.) Its given purpose is
munication culminated late last to “review, recommend and im
term in the resignation of the prove pricing structure, hiring,
student-manager, the demotion training, supervision of the Vik
of four bartenders and the fir in g R oo m m a n a g e r and
bartenders and to establish
ing of a fifth.
Ken U rb a n sk i, resigned policy and hours.” This com
student-manager, feels that his mittee’s members are to include
position was partly being

Commentary

O'er the Jordan and thru the Heights
States. This makes Israel 'the it to advance his own political
by Sam Levin
“vassal
state” which Begin aspirations.
Why would Israel commit
The Golan Heights “annexa
such a blunder? This was the ‘ referred to after the Reagan Ad*
minstration
involved
itself
in
a
tion”
is a fitting example of a
obvious question after the
Is r a e li
G o v e rn m e nt
of rhetorical confrontation with nation so sure, and so commit
ted to a belief that not even the
Menachem Begin decided to the Prime Minister of Israel.
What is most important to possibility of a superpower con
virtually annex the disputed
Golan Heights. The Golan comprehend is America’s deep- frontation would stifle their
Heights is a 450 square-mile rooted commitment to the peo drive. If not for events in
plateau of strategic importance ple of Israel and our guarantees Poland the action taken by
overlooking Syria on Israel’s to the survival of that state. In Israel might have been the
addition, what is heightening is prelude to the battle at
northwest border.
Legally, the act was not an that Menachem Begin realizes Armageddon.
The timing of the “annexa
annexation but instead a pro* this obligation too well and uses
tion” has brought forth com
claimation that “ the law,
parisons to the situation in
jurisdiction and administra
1956. Back then the condemna
tion” of the state of Israel shall
tion of the Soviet suppression
apply to the Golan Heights.
of the uprising in Hungary was
This arrogant gesture was a
diluted by the invasion of
result of a mix of domestic and
Egypt by Britain, France and
international developments
Israel, which took place at the
that have created a rising sense
same
time.
of insecurity in Israel. But the’
The
to ta lita r ia n ,
situation is not hopeless if only
undemocratic
and
clandestine
Syria, Jordan, the P.L.O. and
nature of the Parliamentary
other Arab countries and
procedure to secure the passage
organizations recognize Israel’s
of the Golan legislation shows
right to exist.
some similarities to the events
When the Golan Heights is
in 1956. Inside the parliament
within the grips of Israel the
Prime Minister Begin displayed
possibility of bloodshed is
formidable political power and
much lower than if under the
the dissarray of the Labor op
control of Syrian arms which
position which were essential if
are fully committed to the ex
Begin was to achieve success.
tinction of Israel. At no time
Virtue in terms of success im
does Israel preach the destruc
m ediately
fosters
tion of Arab states even though
Machiavellian thoughts if one
it has the capability at hand.
examines The Prime Ministers
A lth o u g h Isra e l is the
actions as the result of
strongest military power in the
domestic political considera
Mideast it is not strong enough
tions. Presently, coalition
to survive an all-out Arab at
government is the norm in
tack if unaided by,the United

sat
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M O D E L S M argie’s proposed Viking room

Commentary

Cypriot on Cyprus
by Tony Nicandrou
Outsiders typically perceive
the Cyprus problem as one bas
ed on the ethnic origin of the
two major communities on the
island, the Greek Cypriot ma
jority and the Turkish Cypriot
minority. H aving lived in
Cyprus for 20 years, I believe
that this is a serious misconcep
tion that complicates the pro
blem and renders its solution all
the more difficult.
Historically, the two com
munities lived in harmony until
1955 when the Greek Cypriot
community launched an anti
colonial struggle against Bri
tain. The conflict persisted
after the island acquired its in
dependence in 1960 and fullfledged violence occured in
1964 and 1967. The conflict bet
ween the two communities
culminated with the invasion of
40% of its territory by Turkey
in July 1974 and occupation of
40% of its territory by the
Turkish forces.
U n d o u b te d ly ,
e th n ic ,
cultural, and religious dif
ferences contribute to the con
flic t betw een the G reek
Cypriots who are predominant
ly Orthodox Christian and the
Turkish Cypriots who are
predominantly Shiite Moslems.
By no means, though, are these
differences necessarily at the
root of the problem as is clearly
illustrated by the multitude of
ethnic groups living in peaceful
coexistence in the United
States. The real reasons that
have led to the collision bet
ween the two communities lie
elsewhere.
To a very large extent, the
origins of the conflict could be
traced to the handling of the
1955-1960 anti-colonial strug
gle by the British and, even
worse, in the Consititution and
guarantees they essentially
forced upon the Cypriots at in
dependence. During the anti
colonial struggle the British
government attempted to main
tain control of the island using

Israel. This type of party
system promotes a political
arena based on give and take
where in the case of Israeli re
cent action the Sinai was the
give and the Golan Heights was
the take.
Although Begin’s arrogance
proved u n p o p u lar to a
vociferious faction inside the
Israeli Parliament, the legisla
tion supporting the move pass
ed the Knesset with a 12 vote
margin. Claims were raised that
Mr. Begin used undemocratic
procedures to insure the
passage of his Golan Heights
legislation. But the only reason
Israel committed such an act
was because it knew that the
United States would let them
get away with it.
Menachem Begin knows that
as long as the United States
recognizes Isreal’s right to ex
ist and the Arab nations ignore
this fundamental right the
government of Israel can do
anything it desires as long as it
is willing to suffer the short
term consequences.

the strategy of divide and rule
by employing Turkish Cypriots
in the colonial security forces
and unleashing them against
Greek Cypriot guerillas. Unfor
tunately, this strategy was
transformed in the process to
divide and lose for all concern
ed. The British lost control of
the island while the Greek and
Turkish communities lost the
atmosphere of trust essential
for their peaceful coexistence.
This trust was replaced by
suspicion and outright hatred.
The constitution of the newly
independent state made little
provision for reconciliation and
instead exacerbated the divi
sion between the two com
m unities. I t provided the
Turkish Cypriots with constitu
tional powers that far exceeded
their population ratio of 18%. A
case in point was the provision
of the power to veto to the
Turkish Cypriot Vice-President
which could be and was used to
bring government to a halt.
Even worse, the guarantees
for sovereignty of the new
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republic were drafted in such a
way that no change to the con
stitution could be made without
some kind of reprisal from one
of the three guarantor powers
— Greece, Turkey, and Great
Britain. As a matter of fact,
Bulent Ecevit, in 1974, used the
Guarantees of Independence to
legitimize the invasion of the
island since, he declared, the
constitutional order on the
island was upset by the coup
that overthrew the late Ar
chbishop Makarios.
Thus, the Constitution and
th e
G u a r a n te e s
of
In 
dependence of the Republic
automatically created an ar
tificial but very powerful line of
division.
To add oil to the already ex
isting fires between the two
c o m m u n itie s ,
th e
tw o
mainlands, Greece and Turkey,
actively meddled with the inter
nal affairs of Cyprus during its
14 year period of independence.
The most obvious case of such
intervention is the military
coup that overthrew Makarios
in 1974 which was directed by
the military junta in Athens.
This coup provided the pretext
for the invasion of the island by
Turkey.
The Cyprus problem is further
complicated by the misconcep
tions many foreign diplomats
involved in the negotiating pro
cess have about the conflict.
These misconceptions have led
to the provision of plans to
Continued on Page 5
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M ar wins fresh view
financial management of the
University and for the opera
tion and maintenance of the
physical plant.”
There are sixteen additional
planks which are too lengthy to
reprint here. But inherent in the
specific d e s c rip tio n s are
definite checks and balances
which make the business officer
answerable to the President,
the Board of Trustees and even
the faculty. The end result is
th a t W ro lstad supervises
L a w re n c e ’s $11
m illio n
operating budget.
Therefore, Wrolstad does not
have the final say in financial or
budgetary matters. He is the
p rin c ip a l c o n trib u to r and
organizer of the yearly budget
in its in c ip ie n t sta g e s.
However, the budget then goes
to the Executive Planning Com
mittee which works to bring it
into balance. The Analytic
Studies Committee, which has
two student members, analyzes
and recommends changes.
Ultimately, Analytic Studies
can challenge any aspect of the
budget; they assure that it does
not abuse any institutional
priorities.
Once the budget is accepted
and put into effect Wrolstad
tries to keep the various sectors
within its parameters. He also
challenges, but not necessarily
denies, all unanticipated expen
ditures.
University Objectives

Mall hearing this week

Student Services
overall university objectives in
There are many who say that
his own personal philosophy.
“ O ur overall in s titu tio n a l Mr. Wrolstad’s job is overex
priority has been to support the tended, that he is involved in
educational purposes of the col too many aspects of the univer
lege.” This feeling adheres to sity. That Wrolstad acts as
the principles set forth in the overseer to certain areas,
Preamble of the University By- however, is often a conscious ef
fort to curb costs.
Laws.
Both President Warch and
Student services provides the
Mr. Wrolstad asserted that
best example. Many colleges
Lawrence uses a larger percen contract out for operations like
tage of its money towards
food service and maintenance of
educational purposes than
the p hy sical p la n t. T hat
alm ost all other colleges.
Lawrence runs its own student
“Therefore,” Wrolstad stated,
services is indeed unique. But
“ we.must be judicious in how Wrolstad is persuaded that “ if
we spend our ‘other’ money.”
you want to get the most out of
This has been the area which your money you run these
has stirred criticism, or what things with your own people.”
Wrolstad has more aptly called The only drawback of this self- “ the points of abrasion.” He contained operation is that the
identified the size of the sup senior business officer becomes
port staff and how handsomely
responsible to its day to day ad
offices are decorated as ex ministrative burdens.
amples which come under
Achievements
scrutiny in the disbursement of
and Regrets
the “other” money. “ We try to
After twenty-two years of ac
make things dignified and
tiv e
service
W r o ls ta d
durable, but not necessarily
re co g n ize s
se veral
spectacular, and certainly not
achievements. One of the most
excessive.”
important was the 1973 deci
The other proponent priority
sion not to build anymore
which affects all budgetary
residence halls. He also cited
decision-making is holding
the gift of the Banta Bowl and
down the tuition costs to
the $1 million donation towards
students. Despite the fact that
a new science building from
annual increases in tuition Caspar Youngchild as definite
costs are inevitable, over a five highlights of his career.
to ten year period Lawrence’s
Another important area of
costs have not risen as fast as improvement has been in the
the Consumer Price Index.
working conditions of the

Wrolstad has internalized the

retailing to entertainment, offices, and convenience services,
“ A vital downtown is important to the mall,” according to
one trustee.
Finally, the D.N.R. could use
next week’s informal hearing as
the basis for rejecting a possi-

P R E S ID E N T W A R C H and consultant George Dengler at
Wednesday mall hearing.
support-service
pe o ple .
W rolstad has always con
sidered the students and facul
ty as the most important
elements of the university. But
concurrently, he has tried to im
prove the lot of Lawrence
employees in terms of better
hours and benefits.
There were also many things
that Mr. Wrolstad would have
liked to do over. He reflected on
the merger with MilwaukeeDowner and said he wished that
“new, higher level of funding
would not have been soaked up

First in a series

Hmong resident endures hardship
by Emily Lynch
Last week the Labor Depart
ment announced an extremely
high unemployment rate of
8.9%, which leaves more adult
men without jobs than any time
since W W II. More than 9.5
m illio n
A m e r ic a n s were
unemployed last month, and
that figure is expected to climb
still higher before leveling off.
Blacks and other minority
groups were hit the hardest,
with the record high of 16.1%
unemployed. The effects of
unemployment are being felt by
workers all over the country,
and Appleton is no exception.
We interviewed one of Ap
pleton’s unemployed residents,
Mr. Yang Thou, to determine
some of th e e ffe c ts of
une m p loy m e nt. M r. Y an g
recently lost his job as an interreter at St. Joseph’s Catholic
Central grade school due to
government cutbacks. He has
thus far been unsuccessful in
locating another job, although
he hopes to find a job that can
support his family in the near
future.
Yang Thou and his wife mov
ed to Appleton from South
Carolina along with his older
brother and his wife. They mov
ed here to be with Thou’s
m o th e r, y o u n g e r sis te r,
younger brother and his wife,
who had just arrived in Ap
pleton from a Thailand refugee
camp. Mr. Yang arrived in the
United States in May of 1978,
originally from the capital city
of Laos, but more recently from
a refugee camp in Thailand. He
was forced from his homeland
at the age of 13 years because of
the imminent takeover of the
Communist government. He re
mained in Thailand until 1978.
Since his arrival in the United
States, he has received some
education expecially in the
English language, which he
learned as his fifth language. In
South Carolina, he went to

school and worked in a mill, and went to school for seven mon
since arriving in Appleton, he ths in order to learn to drive a
has had two government- truck. After the course had
sponsored jobs, both of which been completed, they informed
have been cut, due to loss of him he could not graduate
funds. He did carpentry work because he did not speak
and repaired homes for one and English well enough. This
one-half years and received his seems rather discriminatory,
training through CETA, a because, although Mr. Yang
government training program does not speak perfect English,
designed to help employ more he certainly can communicate
workers. Unfortunately, CETA well enough to drive a truck and
only pays for the worker’s train perform other duties associated
ing wages, and when CETA
with being a truck driver.
stopped helping the company
This fall, Yang Thou began
pay Yang Thou’s wages, the working for the University of
company layed him off.
Wisconsin-Oshkosh, on a work
After that job, Mr. Yang study program which was in-

F lo u n d e r in g

fu tu r

by Ted Franti
Lawrence students on finan
cia l a id w ill have less
bureaucratic paper work to deal
with for 1982-83; there should
be fewer grants to apply for and
fewer checks to sign. While peo
ple in the Financial Aid office
are cautiously optimistic, Presi
dent Warch, Mr. Wrolstad, and
the trustees must be concerned;
federal student aid will be cut
for next year. The only question
is how much.
Joy Delie of the Financial Aid
office says that federal money
is late in coming this year due
to pending budget maneuvers
in Washington. Things are ex
pected to shape up like this:
1) SEOG and National Direct
Loans are taking deep cuts for
this Fall and are expected to be
eliminated by next.
2) Pell Grants are taking a cut
this year but are expected to be
continued through next year
and behond.
3) Student Guaranteed Loans
will be put under new restric
tions, a) those with parents ear
ning above $30,000 must show
need to receive aid, b) origina
tion fees (part of loan never
received by student, used to

ble request by the city for a formal contested hearing, should
the D.N.R. affirm its tentative
conclusion. This m anuever
focuses much more significance
on next week’s hearing, which
should see both sides out in full
force presenting their cases.

directly funded by the govern
ment. He became an interpreter
at St. Joseph’s Catholic Central
grade school for the Hmong
student’s parents, many of
whom cannot speak English
and therefore cannot com
municate with their children’s
teachers. He enabled the
Hmong parents to do so, and at
the Parent-Teacher conferences
this fall, there was an 100% tur
nout rate with the Hmong
parents, obviously a very suc
cessful program. Unfortunate
ly, in the b e g in n in g of
December, after more govern
ment cutbacks, Mr. Yang lost
his job and has since then been
unemployed.
He can no longer get relief
e fo r fin a n c ia l a id
through the Indochina Relief
P ro g ram , w hich b e n e fits
cover interest on the loan) will
refugees for 3 years after they
be raised from 5% to 10%.
arrive in the U.S. Since Mr.
4) Student Work/Study funds Thou has been in the U.S. for
look safe for 1982-83 but may
more than 3 years and has
be cut as much as one-third for
worked for more than 2 of those
the year after.
years, he is now eligible to
Cuts to State aids won’t take
receive unemployment benefits.
effect at least until the biennial
He receives $472.00 per month
budget is drawn up for 1983-85.
to support his 3-person family.
But Lawrence University has
Obviously, it would be nearly
more immediate budget needs.
impossible for his family to live
Due m ostly to in fla tio n ,
in an apartment by themselves
Lawrence, like many univer
and still make ends meet, so, for
sities, will be raising tuition for
the time being, he, his wife and
the coming year (8-10%).
the 4-month old baby live in an
Federal financial aids for
apartment with his mother,
s tu d e n ts have o u tg ro w n
sister, brother and sister-in-law.
anything expected of them at
The apartment should house
their inception almost twenty
six people, seven are now living
years ago; in fact, less money is
there and another baby is ex
available for students today
pected in April or early May.
because the government is still
Yang Thou is optimistic
losing money on loans made ten
though; he continues to go to
and more years ago. Also, many
Job Service in the hopes of fin
abuses of the loans have given
ding a job that will enable him
the whole idea a bad name. The
to support his family. He is will
Financial Aid office says not to
in g to perform any jo b
worry, yet, if tuition is to go up
available, but if he does run into
and aids down—the administra
any problems, he has his family
tion is closely watching the
and many friends around him.
situation and is planning to
Yang Thou feels fairly secure in
keep it possible for the Lawren*
the U.S., and he believes most
tians on aid to stay at
of the more than 100 Hmong
LawTence.
families who are residents of

so quickly.”
On a more philosophical note,
W ro ls ta d e x p la in e d th a t
Lawrence is essentially the
same size school it was in 1960,
but it operates under a much
more complex system. “ We are
denied, by government regula
tion, that collegial impression
of what a small college is.” “ As
a result,” Wrolstad continued,
“we find ourselves in the role of
bureaucrat when we don’t want
to be that. But the role of
bureaucrat is forced upon us.”
A final regret is that some of
his decisions have not been pro
perly explained. Because of this
he feels there should be a more
constant communication pro
cess. However, he believes that
he is totally exposed and some
critics have chosen to keep their
a n o n y m ity . As P re sid e n t
Warch said, “ Mar has been sub
jected to uninformed, grautious
swipes.”
Wrolstad closed the interview
by saying: “ Long ago I decided
not to take up refuting these
things on a weekly basis. In
some ways this may have been
a mistake. There is a funny
thing how these misconceptions
have become a part of the lore
and get passed down from
generation to generation."
President Warch related a
story which, tailored to this
context, best summarizes the
role of senior business officer.
He told of the man that went all
around the country challenging
people to squeeze juice out of a
grapefruit which his grip had
already decimated. Never had
even a single drop been expos
ed.
One day this traveling artiste
ended up in Appleton and
challenged several of the power
ful Lawrence football players.
Neither Urbanski, Spreeman,
nor Reising could get a drop
from the grapefruit. Finally, a
quiet and reserved man strolled
up, and to the dismay of all, pro
duced a half a cup of juice.”
“That’s amazing,” replied the
goniff. “ W hat is your secret?”
“ I ’m the Vice President for
Business Affairs at Lawrence
University,” the man replied.
Appleton do too.
But, unemployment can ob
viously be extremely uncomfor
table and for some unemploy
ment can be devastating. 9‘/2
million Americans are trying to
find jobs and are living on
limited budgets. Some are
harder hit than others; Yang
Thou feels he is pretty for
tunate. Imagine living in a 3
bedroom apartment with one
and one-half baths, a television,
a refrigerator and a car. But
then again, imagine trying to
support a 3 person family on
$472 a month.
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No Cyprus solution?
resolve the problem that are
essentially geared to satisfy the
interests of the two mainlands
an d
a lm o s t
c o m p le te ly
disregard the interests of the
Cypriots themselves. Almost
all proposed plans provide for
some kind of partition of the
island. Such a solution would
definitely satisfy the expan
sionist policy of Turkey and
provide a vent for its internal
problems but would do little to
help the Cypriots, whether
Greek or Turkish. Any form of
partition would contain the
seeds for the continuation of
the conflict since it would do lit
tle to alleviate the atmosphere
of mistrust between the two
communities. Furthermore, it
would impair the economic
development of the island.
Consequently, a long-lasting

solution is only possible if the
Cypriots, both Greek and
Turkish, are allowed to decide
their future without outside in
tervention. In addition, a clear
understanding of the real fac
tors underlying the conflict
would definitely facilitate the
peace process. In this respect,
it is very encouraging to hear
Ozker Ozgur, leader of the
Turkish Cypriot Socialist Par
ty, declare that “We want reu
nion (with the Greek Cypriots).
The obstacles now separating
us are artificial.” But until
then
P resident R e a g a n ’s
Christmas message to the
Polish people that physical
force and oppression will not
prevail will ring hollow to the
ears of the Greek Cypriot
refugees whose homes are still
und er the o ccu p atio n of
Turkish troops.

Alum displays art
work in Worcester

C E L E B R A T IO N
OF ALASKA

Ja n u a ry 1 - 2 5 , IH N 2
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FIBER ART by Paula Dickey
Maybe I take the concept of
“ A rt” too seriously—or not
seriously enough—but I find
the latest exhibit at the
W o rc e s te r
A rt
C e n te r
—Celebration of Alaska—dif
ficult to accept as anything
more than an answer to that
ever popular question, “W hat
does an LU art major do after
he graduates, anyway?” Well,
in this case, the he is a she,
Paula Dickey (Lawrence Class
of ’59), and the answer is go to
Alaska and work with fibers.
Now, don’t get me wrong. I t ’s
a nice show and certainly worth
seeing. A few pieces, like Tlingit Triptisch and Sundance
successfully create a feeling of
primitive eskimo culture. Yet I
can’t help feeling that they are
anything more than glamoriz
ed needlepoint. (Negatives is a
case in point.)
The problem lies in the rather
perplexing distinction between
“true art” and “ mere craft.”
Granted, the distinction is hazy
(but nonethelss significant.)
Granted also that well done
crafts can be beautiful, and that
the shunning of American craftwork and the resulting decrease
in quality has resulted in a

W

in t e r

F in a l

T e r m

E x a m

Wednesday, March 17
Thursday, March 18
Friday, March 19
Saturday, March 20

serious and tragic decrease in
the level of life in America.
However, the distinction still
remains. Part of that discinction is the functionality of a
piece. But it also concerns the
spontaneity and (can I say it?)
passion that a piece embodies.
That Dickey’s pieces are ap
pealing, I do not deny, but ap
pealing in the same way that
the texture of a heavy sweater
or handmade rug is appealing.
Viewing one of her pieces, one
breathes deep of the smell of
fibers and cannot resist the
temptation to touch as well as
see the varied, even sensual tex
tures. However, one becomes
seized with another urge to curl
up inside one of Ms. Dickey’s
pieces or place one on the floor
in front of a nice fire. Craft
versus Art. I cannot concede
that the artist succeeds in turn
ing craft into art simply by de
nying the viewer this pleasure
and forcing him to deal with her
pieces in a purely aesthetic
way. It becomes instead simply
craft without function.
Of course I could be biased.
Go see the exhibit and decide
for yourself.
- G R E G G M IE R O W
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S c h e d u le

Class Meeting
Time
8:30 M W F
2:50 M W F
11:10 M W F
2:30 TT
9:50 M W F
1:30 M W F
8-9 TT
12:30 TT

Final Exam
Time
8:30 a.m.
1:30 p.m.
8:30 a.m.
1:30 p.m.
8:30 a.m.
1:30 p.m.
8:30 a.m.
1:30 p.m.

The last meeting of the Committee On Administration before
the final exam period is March 11. Therefore, all petitions to change
final exam times are to be submitted by March 10. Petitions to
change final exam times for travel purposes will not be approved.
Students are to arrange travel plans around the final exam period.

from page three

Union irregularities unveiled
one
fa c u lty ,
tw o
ad
ministrators, the Viking Room
manager, the LUCC treasurer
and two students. These com
mittee positions are filled by
Marwin Wrolstad as chairman,
Bill Fortune, Gene Davis and
Tom Lonnquist.
When the committee met this
year to consider accusations
against Ken Urbanski and to
discuss existing problems, no
students were present nor was
LUCC Treasurer Don Latoracca informed of any such
meeting. The functions of the
Viking Room committee, stated
in its purpose, have been
relegated almost entirely to
Marge Van Roy, under the
heading of “ day to day
business,” which she is charged
with running. The effect has
been to heap too much working

authority and responsibility on
one person. An example is the
recent raise in prices — a deci
sion that was not dealt with
by the committee and, more im
portantly, was not subject to
any student input. Nor did the
committee follow through with
the standard application pro
cedure when the student»
manager position became va
cant last term. Instead, two co
managers were chosen ar
bitrarily by Van Roy.
Shortcomings in V iking
Room operations, including the
Viking Room Committee and
the status of the evening super
visors can be remedied. The role
of the union supervisors could
be refocused to include more
non-bar functions which could
ideally be run from the Union;
expansion of Outing Club

facilities, for example. The
supervisory role should be
developed as an in-house
resource, not as a patrolman or
babysitter.
A workable and comprehen
sive evaluation system should
be developed for Viking Room
bartenders to be sure that they
would always have a clear
definition of where they stand.
This would eliminate surprise
accusations and minimize the
necessity for outside supervi
sion. The Viking Room has to
remain true to its original
designs. It is a function of the
student union and should
benefit and serve the students
and other members of the
Lawrence Community. Hones
ty on the part of all those con
cerned with the Viking Room’s
operation is necessary to this
service.

Profile Pellegrino to Speak
by Hugh Dellios
On Wednesday, January 20,
the Macy Foundation will spon
sor a lecture by Dr. Edmund D.
Pelligrino, a leading scholar in
the field of medicalphilosophy.
The lecture is entitled “God or
Mortal: Ethics and Modern
M e d ic in e ,” an d w ill be
presented in Youngchild Hall,
room 161 at 4:30 p.m.
Dr. Pellegrino is a graduate of
St. Jo h n ’s University and the
New York University medical
school and has devoted his life’s
research to the fields of medical
development and health care
and education. His work, accor
ding to Professor Nicholas
Maravolo, has been “at the
forefront of ethical issues in
medicine for decades.” He is
currently the president of the
Catholic University of America

and professor of Clinical and
C o m m u n ity M e d ic in e a t
G e o rg e to w n
U n iv e r s ity .
Pellegrino has also held posi
tions in teaching and research
with the universities of Ken
tucky and Tennessee, the State
University of New York at
Stony Brook, the Yale-New
Haven Medical Center, Homer
Folks Tuberculosis Hospital in
Oneonta, New York, and the
United States Air Force.
In addition to having been
awarded 24 honorary degrees.
Dr. Pellegrino has received the
Presidential Medal from St.
Johns, and Achievement in Life
A w ard from Encyclopedia
Britannica, and an allied health
field award from the American
Mdeical Association, honoring
his “constant fidelity to the
p h y sic a l and in te lle c tu a l

amelioration of our present
society.”
Pellegrino has written more
than 250 articles, books, and
papers, in the fields of medicine,
medical education, philosophy,
and the humanities. He is the
founder and chief editor of “ the
Jo u rn a l of M edicine and
P h ilo s o p h y ,” a sch olarly
publication exploring the issues
and interaction of the two
disciplines.
W it h th is le c tu re , D r.
P e lle g rin o b rin g s to the
Lawrence community the ex
pertise and experience that ac
companies many years in the
fields of education, research,
and administration, as well as
science, philosophy, and the
humanities.

Rape defense program slated
pain. He rejects the more directs many of his comments
fam iliar of what he calls to men in the audience.
-- quick tricks” —tear gas Storaska’s style has been
pens, keys between fingers, characterized as macho and
whistles, knee to groin attacks. fla m b o y a n t, b u t his noStoraska says that although nonsense message is that rape
those tactics sometimes work, is a horrendous crime and that
they put women in greater nothing justifies it.
In the past 13 years, he has
danger. Better, he says, to try
immediately to reduce violence presented his rape prevention
program to almost a million
on the part of the attacker.
Basic to his presentation is students at over 600 colleges
discussion of the emotional and universities across the
make-up of assailants. He •country. He says that 275 cases
characterizes rapists as re have been reported in which his
jected by women and hating program has prevented serious
assault.
th e m .
O b v io u s ly - h o s tile
responses by potential victims
There is re sista n c e to
escalates the hostility and Storaska’s approach among
jeopardizes a woman’s life, ac groups who feel that a woman’s
cording to Storaska.
best defense against rape is to
In his presentation, he scream, run, or struggle im
challenges myths that he says m e d ia te ly .
M any
rape
promote and encourage rape, resistance experts and Storaska
such as women are helpless and agree that a rapist will flee
cannot deal with rape or that about 50% of the time if the
one man alone cannot rape a w o m an
r e s is ts
q u ic k ly .
woman without her consent. He Storaska was quoted in Time
magazine (September 21, 1981)
as saying, “That’s fine if your
rapist is in the 50% who run
S E N IO R S !
away. If he isn’t, you’re likely
to get inaimed or killed. I t ’s
better to try to think your way
★ W hite or color stock
★ Fast Service
out. If that fails, you still have
★ Typing Service Available
the option to fight or run.”
Storaska has both a book and
a film entitled H O W TO SAY
NO TO A RA PIST A N D SU R
VIVE. He has appeared on hun
C O L L E G E A V E A P P L E T O N , Wl 5 4 9 11
P H O N E 73 3 6 6 27
dreds of network and local
Q U A L IT Y , QUICK PRINTING
television programs throughout
the country.

Frederick Storaska will tell
“ How to Say No to a Rapist
and Survive” on Tuesday,
January 19, 7:30 p.m., at
L aw re nce
U n iv e r s it y ’s
Memorial Chapel in Appleton.
The nationally-known speaker
is jointly sponsored by Fox
Valley Technical Institute’s
Education and Cultural Com
mittee and Lawrence Universi
ty ’s Campus Life group. The
program will be provided free of
charge to the public.
Storaska’s program is design
ed to g iv e w om en the
psychological preparedness and
physical techniques necessary
to thwart any confrontation
with rape or assault. His ap
proach is to teach women to
outsmart potential rapists. He
tells women to play for time,
use their wits, and go along
with the rapist until there is
time to react safely. “ Reacting
safely” might mean running
away, screaming, or inflicting

RESUMES PRINTED
T he C opy S hop
8 19 W .
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Cinema: Mr. Wisser and the year that was
The Best
1. Breaker Morant: A spring

The critic himself.

by Jeff Wisser
1981. It was a slow year at
the box office and a slow year
for those moviegoers with
discerning tastes. It was a year
when inventiveness was on the
wane, a year when, perhaps due
to the success of George Lucas’
Star Wars films, the old for
mulas were recycled. In some
instances, such as Raiders of
the Lost Ark and Body Heat,
the work of the protege was on
the level with that of the men
tor. There were, however, other
instances, as evidenced by
works such as The Postman
Always Rings Twice, Tarzan
the Ape Man, and Zorro the

Gay Blade.
But enough self-gratuitous
babbling. Let us proceed to the
list of the best and worst films
of the year that was.

release from Australia, this
very precise film told the 3tory
of three men unjustly accused
of war crimes. Along the way it
also had a great deal to say
about wartime justice placed
between Australia and the
British Empire, and dignity in
the face of chaos.
2. The Stuntman: Although
this film was actually released
in 1980, it didn’t hit the
Midwest until ’81. Robert
Russ’s film was explicitly about
a fugitive turned stuntman, and
implicitly a celebration of the
dichotomy between reality and
illusion in film and art. Also in
cluded was a tour de force per
formance by Peter O ’Toole as a
maniacal film director.
3. The R e tu r n of the
Seacaucus Seven: Made for
$60,000, John Sayles’ film
demonstrated ensemble film ac
ting at its best. Sayles, who
directed, wrote and acted in the
motion picture, proved with ‘7’
that special effects, Bo Derek’s
breasts, and Marlon Brando’s
m i llion-dollar-per-sy lia b le
mumbling were not necessary
in producing a fine film.
4. My Dinner with Andre:
Louis Malle’s study of modern
values and language was
perhaps the riskiest effort of

the year. This charming and in
sightful film was essentially a
dinner conversation between
Wallace Shawn and Andre
Gregory, writers of the film.
5. Chariots of Fire: A return
to the fine British cinema of

THE
days gone by, this feature jux
taposed the values of two
British track runners, one
Jewish and one Christian.
Directed by Hugh Hudson and
written by Colin W elland,
‘Chariots’ inspired w ithout
sinking into didacticism or
becoming a potboiler.

6. Raiders of the Lost Ark:

It's only Rock and Roll

by Paul Bergen
Listening to rock on the radio
these days can prove to be a
trying test of endurance. A spin
down the dial and one finds
himself barraged by chainsaw
guitar fillers, redundant syn
thesiser backdrops, obligatory
recycled guitar solos, and a hair
curling array of neanderthal
grunts, groans, and screams, all
carefully contrived to give the
impression of raw, wild spon
taneity. The power of the music
and the weight of the message,
we are led to believe, brings
these part-hearty, whiskeyguzzling rockers to the brink of
emotional breakdowns. W ith
fists clenched and incisors
bared they grumble their tragic
stories of lost loves and no-good
cheating women. “ She’s as cold
as ice,” lament those masters of
metaphor known as Foreigner,
and continue a couple of albums
later to cry out desperately,
“it ’s an urgent emergency, I ’ve

alright.” Set this touching dience isn’t concerned with in
verse atop equally imaginative novation and progress. The
music and you reach new Kinks latest album is perfect in
heights of banality in the field this respect. Ray Davies just
of rock music.
grinds out the same old tunes,
W hat is even worse, however, quite literally (as their hit
is that songs like these make “ Destroyer” demonstrates),
mega-bucks for their com and then appropriately entitles
posers, half of whom would the album. Giving the People
doubtless punch you in the W hat They W ant. Indeed, if
mouth for suggesting that they radio is any indication at all, it
could write no better. Peter would seem that the key to suc
Townsend aptly described the cess in rock today is just this
commercial rock scene in “ New ability—to ignore what one
Song” when he wrote, “ turn on feels inside and write instead
the
rad io /lo v e
in
p ro  about feelings on the level of a
claimed/again, and again, and sixteen year-old adolescent. It
again/1 write the same old would appear that way, at least
songs/with a few new lines/and you’ll get the attention of the
everybody wants to hear majority of American listeners.
them.” Elvis Costello takes this
This is not to say that all of
even further in “ Radio, Radio” these best selling albums are
when he sings,
‘ bad,” and that everyone who
Some of my friends
owns and enjoys them have the
Sit around every evening
intellect of sixteen year olds. I
And they worry about times myself enjoy listening to much
ahead.
of the music I harshly criticize
But everybody else
as banal and simplistic. In the
Is overwhelmed by indif final analysis the object of rock,
ference
as with any art form, should be
And the promise of an early an element of enjoyment. But,
bed.
at the same time, for any art
I t ’s either shut up or get cut form to perpetuate it must
up.
have content. For rock music,
They don’t want to hear this content exists on a mental
about it,
as well as a gut level, and it is
I t ’s only inches on the reel-to- my assertion that commercial
reel.
rock is wallowing too much in
And the radio is in the hands the gut level. For certain occa
Of such alot of fools
sions this is fine. I ’d rather
Trying to anesthetize
dance to the Go Go’s beat than
The way it should be.
The way that you feel.
many of Elvis Costello’s songs.
This tendency for rock to But the difference between a
got to get it quick!,” with all of
the urgency to inspire a sixteen wallow in the mud puddle of Costello and a group like the Go
year old boy polishing his recycled lyrics and music is Go’s is that a Costello will be
AC/DC belt buckle in a souped only heightened by an ap enduring. The Go Go’s may
p a re n t te n d e n c y a m o n g have the beat, but a Costello
up Torino.
A no th e r group of poet American listeners to cling has something more—he has
laureates who call themselves relentlessly to the past. The something challenging to say
Lover Boy, celebrate the ex best selling albums of the as well.
perience of human relationships 1980’s thus far have been put
People enjoy rock music, and
by singing, “you take me to the out by some of the grandfathers that is a prerequisite to any art
top/yes, you take me to the of rock. The Stones, The Kinks, form. But while the old classic
top/oh, you take me to the top.” The Who, The Moody Blues, songs and the enduring ancient
They go on to further challenge and John I^ennon all sold their groups are terrific, sitting on
our poetic imagination with albums more prolifically than their soft cushion with eyes
lines like, “ Here's lookin’ at most other artists, and each has closed to new and challenging
you, what’re the chances we’ll been producing rock since the music will be suicidal to rock
make it through?; Wanna spend sixties. The success of these Enjoy the oldies and the hop
some time alone? Gimme a senior citizens, along with the pers, but be aware of exactly
chancc, I ’ll take you home; amazing rebirth of The Doors, what you're listening to.
Help me make it through the are frightening indications that
night, then everything’ll be the American listening au

fort to resurrect James M. Cain
was released. Who ever would
have im agined th a t Ja c k
Nicholson could out-schlock his
performance in The Shining?
Y. True Confessions: This
one looked good on paper with
Robert DeNiro and Robert
Duvall, but in practice it was an
e««* e«»«»-»* unqualified bomb. Distinguish
SfHwlieAiptSKi
ed only by the first appearance
lah»
BnrtWi (to the best of this critic’s
CU«
recollection) of a human body
‘ V ütiuily fiowUw*"
strewn in parts all over a field,
CW*o<' 8u*Ti® »»
this abject failure redefined the
terms “ boring,” “ disjointed”
and “bad taste.”
X . M o m m ie
D e a re st:
Necrophilia at Joan Crawford’s
expense. They used to celebrate
in bio pix those who had passed
on — this sleazy feature
presented an u n ju stifiab le
departure from this tradition.
W. Rollover: Jane Fonda
now p ro d u c e s
her own
cinematic political treatises —
and they are all tiresome. Why
BEST.
doesn’t she simply publish her
insights and opinions so that
the pace never bogs down from
they can be completely ignored.
there.
7. Atlantic City: 1981 was Even the television adver
the year when yet another tisements for this picture were
feather was inserted in Burt annoying.
V. Tarzan the Ape Man: Bo
Lancaster’s hat, his work here
paralleling that in Elmer Gan Derek has two screen qualities
— one leans to the left, the
try, From Here to Eternity and
The Swimmer. Another Malle other to the right. The Playboy
magazine photo spread which
film, Atlantic City is a funny
yet tragic study of the corrupt preceded this film ’s release can
be held up and shaken to pro
yet noble American character.
8. Prince of the City: Sidney duce an adequate simulation of
Lemet’s other side of the ‘Ser- the motion picture effect. This
pico’ coin, ‘Prince’ presents a is clearly a better option for
co rru p t New Y o rk c o p ’s those interested in this dog.
U. Legend of the Lone
disastrous attempt to improve
Ranger: Who was that masked
‘the system.’ Treat Williams
along with the rest of Lemet’s man? I wanted to throw a cou
cast give overwhelming perfor ple more tomatoes. This hunk
mances.
of cinematic dung was the final
9. Body Heat: A paean to the step in the complete and un
film noire of the ’30’s and ’40’s, justified humiliation of Clayton
Lawrence Kasdan’s interpreta Moore.
tion of James M. Cain’s novel
T. Zorro The Gay Blade:
was an intricate journey into
George Hamilton is nauseating
the dark heat of sensuality, enough in one role — why give
paranoia and murder. John
him two in the same picture?
H u rt’s performance here is And is “ Evel Knievel the Gay
among the year’s best.
Blade” coming soon to a
10. Excalibur: Not for Ar theatre new us?
th u r ia n
p u r is ts ,
Jo h n
S. The Four Seasons: Why did
The smash hit of summer, fall
and winter, Stephen Spielberg’s
film celebrated the B movie
serials of the 1930 s and 40 s.
The film’s first twenty minutes
are among the most exciting
ever committed to celluloid, and

%

T H E W ORST.
Boorman’s gorgeous, pastoral
Alan --Alda have to get am
and loose interpretation of bitious? His diatribe here is a
Malory’s Le Morte de Arthur is disservice both to the audience
° f ima^ 8tic cinema.
Nicol Williamson’s Merlin is a
delight.
There are numerous films
which also stood out in 1981,
among them are Warren Beat
ty ’s ambitious Reds, Milos For
man’s Ragtime, John Belushi in
the eudacious Neighbors,
George Lester’s Superman II,
Albert Finney in Wolfen and
Francois Truffaut’s The Last
Metro.
But 1981 was the best of
times and the worst of times —
so now the worst, or, more ap
propriately, the most disap
pointing:
F
Z. The Postman Always
Rings Twice: April is
the
cruellest month, or at
least
April 81 when this impotent ef-

and to Vivaldi. W hy can’t he
simply write self-help books, or
join Phil Donahue to talk about
all the things that “ sensitive
men” talk about, i.e. The
Women’s Room, white wine,
cry»ng, and the fragile male
ego?
R. Hardly Working: The title
of this trash starring Jerry
Lewis says it all. Rumor has it
that “ Je r r y ’s K id s ” may
replace him w ith George
Hamilton after this one.
Q. Clash of the Titans: Utter
nonsense based on Greek
mythology. I t ’s hard to tell
which is the worst feature of
this film — the waste of
Laurence O liv ie r , or the
Godzilla-Meets-Barney-Fifeesque special effects.
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Copped from 'The Chronicle'

Bell investigates crisis of individuality
The White Pages, by New
England Bell, 670 pages, paperbound, free.
N.E. Bell’s latest work offers
meaningful, if not particulary
interesting, reading. As in
previous novels, Bell writes
voluminously, with the quest to
develop individuality as a domi
nant theme. W ith an eye
towards the lumpen proletariat,
Bell asks, “Can modern Man
survive in a modern environ
ment?’’ Most of the book cries
“ No! No!”—yet a surprise en
ding subverts this view and
renders the work totally am
biguous, leaving the reader
m y s tifie d , b u t som ew hat
hopeful.
This is not an easy book. Its
670 pages afford Bell con
siderable scope, and he hardly
squanders that potential. The
result is somewhat reminiscent
of Tolstoy. Indeed, The White
Pages (or Providence and
Vicinity: 1981 White Pages, as
it is known in full) introduces
the reader to more than 200,000
characters. It is exactly this
aspect that lends the book its
awesome power.
The book opens rather in
nocuously: short, succinct
chapters strike the reader like
the pitiful punches of an angst-

ridden, yet powerless child. The
first chapter, “ Phone Center
Store,” depicts the city as a

The next best thing to being
where?

well-ordered e n v iro n m e n t.
Phone center locations are
clearly shown, the metropolitan
area is reduced to a two-bythree-inch map, with few roads
cutting its clean surface. The
following four chapters are in
nocent enough, introducing the
reader to residence rates and
customer service information.
But in chapter six, “ Long
Distance Calls,” there is a
foreshadowing of the jungle
Bell will examine in the re
mainder of his novel. “ If you
reach a wrong number,” writes
Bell, “dial operator immediate
ly so there will be no charge.”
Wrong number? Are there

such things as wrong numbers,
one asks? If so, who decided
which numbers were right and
which were wrong? W hat can
one do if one is issued a wrong
number? Can one get a right
number later?
These questions are left
unanswered in the chapter, and
the book tends to drag until
chapter seven, “ Area Codes for
Some Cities.” This portion of
the book, though only one page
long, contains some of Bell’s
best writing. Bell’s method
herein is to list the cities of
several states, giving each an
area code. For example, Santa
Rosa, Cal., becomes 707; Peoria,
111., 309; Sioux City, Iowa, 712.
Although code numbers are
repeated, the repetition sug
gests unity, and the listing
itself is essentially reassuring.
B u t then one comes to
“ Maryland, all points 301.”
This passage reverberates with
prior allusions and, following
the extensive Massachusetts
section, is shockingly abrupt.
Suddenly the cities are no
longer distinct units; rather the
sta te is an a m a lg a m of
nameless cities...The city is
gone, the state reigns supreme;
the tone is set for what follows.
In the rest of the novel, Bell

tells of the people and shops of
Providence. But there is an
ominous overtone—the people
do not act, they simply exist!
Moreover, each person has a
corresponding unique seven
digit number. Seemingly, the
singularity of the numbers
would suggest the singularity
of the individual. Here is the in
herent irony of the book;
despite their individuality, each
person has become merely a
name, address, and number!
Reading through the pages of
Alm eidas, D iL uglios, Haffenrefferrs, and Riccis, one sees
that surely this society could be
transposed to the face of a com
puter card. As the reader
previously saw cities turned in
to states, he now sees the per
son transposed into nothing
more than a hole in the strip of
IB M plastic. “ Are we not
men?” ask Devo. “ No, we are
n u m b e r s ,” B ell answ ers.
“ W hat’s for dinner?” asks my
Uncle Harvey. “ Macaroni and
cheese,” I tell him. “ What?
Again?” screams Harvey. “ So
get a job and buy steaks, you
little worm. I....
Anyway, Bell’s dom inant
theme strikes home furiously
and cogently. The mass society
is no place for human beings.

contends the author. In the ci
ty, a person becomes a number,
which, though vague, corrupts
individuality. If you are given a
wrong number, all you can do is
call the operator. You won’t be
charged, but what consolation
is that.
The novel will long be
remembered, for each of us can
find ourselves in it. Personally,
I am on Page 327.
Providence and V icinity
takes time and effort. But

Dial ‘A ’ for ‘Anomie.’

unlike the faceless individual
trapped between anomie and a
hard place described in its
pages, it is free. But you better
hurry up in finishing the tome.
A sequel, we understand, will
be published in June.

University tutors aid Hmong refugees

by Laurie Hovell
-25 degrees F. Wind chill fac
tor of seventy-five below. A
high school student walks from
his home near St. Elizabeth’s
Hospital to Lawrence Universi
ty and back. While many
Lawrentians are reluctant to
leave their dorms and venture
as far as Downer, what makes
this student so determined?
The stude nt speaks w ith
unsteady English: “ I want to
learn.”
For Raying Lor, a Hmong
student, the hike compares lit
tle to the political exodus he has
undergone. During the Vietnam
War, the Laotian Hmong were
hired as soldiers by the United
States through the negotiations
of their respective govern
ments. At that time the U.S.
promised to take care of the
Hmong regardless of the war's

way to refugee camps. Once
there, the processing that takes
from a few months to five years
will place them in homes in
France or the U.S. But even
after placement, their problems
are not over.
Many families are separated
and scattered around the world.
In one parentless family of
eight, the siblings live in three
different countries, five cities.
By one count there are 300
Hmong families living in the
Appleton area. The Hmong of
school age are mainstreamed in
to the schools. L e arn in g
E n g lis h is th e ir b ig g e s t
obstacle; often with less than a
year’s experience in English,
the Hmong are expected to per
form in their courses without a
good working knowledge of
the language. Kaying Lor
develops his reading and

T H E S E C H IL D R E N may one day be tutored by Lawrence
students.
outcome. But the U.S. has been
slow to live up to its promise.
Meanwhile the Hmong found
themselves under the siege of
the newly formed Communist
government in Laos. Resentful
of the Hmong’s alliance with
the U.S., the Laotian Govern
ment retaliates with gas and
bullets.
S eeking freedom , m any
Hmong cross the river to
Thailand at night in danger of
their lives. They make their

writing with junior high level
work. But apparently for him,
algebra does not pose that
linguistic barrier as he keeps
pace
w ith
th e
o th e r
sophomores.
Obviously different from the
homogeneity of the other Ap
pleton high-schoolers, the
Hmong students feel frustra
tion at their inability to make
American friends. High school
students are not known for
their acceptance and tolerance

of people d iffe r e n t from
themselves. The Hmong feel
this acutely.
But something is changing
that: The Lawrence-Hmong
Tutoring Program. Instrumen
tal in the conception and
realization of the program are
B e th
A u s t in ,
A n d re a
Gurstenberger, Sara McDon
nell, Madi Goodman, and Mar
tha Carr, as well as a Hmong
resident, Thai Lee. Their mon
ths of work culminated on
January 7 in Riverview Lounge
when Hmong and Lawrence
students met for the first time
to pair off and set up tutoring
schedules. In it ia lly , b o th

Lawrence and Hmong students
appeared apprehensive to make
that first step out of their safe
circles. But the apparent dif
ferences that segregated the
two groups dwindled as in
dividuals met and spoke to each
other.
The pairs meet a couple hours
a week to work on math,
biology, chemistry and English.
Tutoring may also prove to be
an exercise in human relations.
W it h o u t
f a llin g
in to
stereotyping, the Hmong are
quick to smile, eager to contact,
and make friends. Often both
H m ong
an d
L aw rence
students are scared about mak

ing tutoring contracts, uncertain
how to proceed. But regarding
the students as they talked
together, one Hmong student
called Bee said, “ I never would
have believed that Hmong
s tu d e n ts
an d
A m e ric a n
students would meet like this.”
In general, the Hmong are
glad to be living here, willing to
learn, ready to create a life for
themselves in a new home. And
as‘Andrea Gurstenburger said,
“ We owe it to them.”
There may still be Hmong
students who need tutors. If
you’d like to help call Andrea at
6875, Sara McDonnell at 6887,
or Madi Goodman at 6883.

Introducing Your New Neighbor!!

F e a tu r in g

C h ic a g o - s ty ie
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H o u r fro m

S p e c ia lty

S a n d w ic h e s . . . a n d m o r e !!

W ith th is C o u p o n

r e c e iv e a

Pitcher of Beer or Pop
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B u rg e rs
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S p o n s o r e d b y L a w r e n c e U n iv e r s it y , t h e A p p le t o n J a y c e e §
a n d t h e C ity R e c r e a t io n D e p a r t m e n t
F r id a y
J a n . 15

Event

L o c a tio n

3 p.m.
T.B.A.

L.U. Broomball Competition Begins
City Broomball Competition Begins

Ormsby Rink
Jones Park

7-11 p.m.

Ice Dance—Special Olympic Skating
Exhibition

Jones Park

Snow Sculpture
Broomball

Throughout L.U. Campus
Ormsby Rink and
Jones Park Rink
Reid Golf Course
Union Hill
Main Hall Green
Main Hall Green
Union Hill
Near Sampson House
Union Hill
Main Hall Green
Main Hall Green
Union Grill
Reid Golf Course
Reid Golf Course
Reid Golf Course

(Men s and W om en’s Divisions)

Begins— 8:30 a m.

10 a.m.—4 p.m.
10 a.m.—3 p.m.
10 a.m.— Finish
10 a.m.— Finish
10 a.m.— Finish
10 a.m.— Finish
10 a.m.— Finish
10 a.m.— Finish
10 a.m.— Finish
10 a.m.— Finish
Noon—2 p.m.
1 p.m.
1—3 p.m.

Cross Country Ski Clinic
Innertubing
Shovel Race
Tricycle Relay Race
Snowshoe Climb*
Tug-O-War
Snow Bowl
Men’s Dog Sled Race
Women’s Obstacle Race
Chess Tournament
Sleigh Rides*
Sled-Decorating Contest
Children’s Olympics
Snowball Throwing
Snow Shoveling
Snowman Building
Big Wheel Race

1 p.m. — Finish

Cribbage Tournament

1 p.m. —Finish
2 p.m.

Backgammon Tournament
Cross Country Ski Race*

10 p.m. —1 a.m.

Gypsy Fari Reggae

Sunday
J a n . 17
1—3 p.m.

Speed Skating

Viking Room,
in Memorial Union
Viking Room
Start and Finish
L.U. Campus
Riverview Lounge
in Memorial Union

Jones Park

Racers report at 1 p.m. sharp

1 p.m.

Appleton Men’s and Women's
Broomball Championships

* Fee charged on sites

Jones Park

L.U. Broomball Winner vs
City Division Winner

E v e r y o n e is w e l c o m e t o p a r t i c i p a t e !
F r e e h o t c h o c o l a t « a n d tll- c e n t h o t d » f ( s - R e ld G o lf C o u r u e a n d J o n c » P a r k
For information contact: City Rec Dept. 73^5905 or L.U. 735-6600
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J A N U A R Y 1 5 ,1 6 , & 17, 1982

S a tu rd a y
d a n . 16
All Day
All Day
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(Eoraurtatuma
by Stacey Schmeidel
hen last we looked in on the Lawrence Conservatory, the
sun was sinking in the West and the curtain was falling on
Harper Hall. The drama, however, doesn’t stop with the end of
first term; second term promises even more action, drama, in
trigue, and even a recital or two.
This weekend, for example, the sauve, sophisticated, and
ever-rhythmic Lawrence University Percussion Ensemble,
under the direction of Herbert Hardt, will present a concert
Sunday atternoon at 3:00 in Harper Hall. The six members of
this ensemble—Andy McCausland, Jeanine Remy, Ted
Scheivelbien, Todd Schmitter, Leslie W ill, and Mike
W ilson-wili open the program with Niel DePonte’s Forest
Rain. This will be followed by the Suite for Percussion by
William Kraft, and Bill Molenhof’s One Notch Higher. The
group will then present the Quintet for Mallet Percussion by
Serge de Gastyne, and will close the program with Morning
Glory by Ron Delp. There’s more to being a percussionist than
just beating on drums—come find out how much more is involv
ed Sunday at 3:00 in Harper Hall!
Contrary to popular belief, Mary Brinsko, ’83, clarinet,
will not present a student recital Monday night at 8:00 in
Harper Hall. Any inquiries about Mary’s health, well-being, and
musical activities should be directed to UW Madison, where
Mary is a student this year. Also not presenting student
recitals this week are Peter Serkin, Jack Benny, Howard
Niblock, and Senator Alan Cranston.
This week s $25,000 Question: W hat has 24 legs and sings?
Watch this space next week for the answers to this and
other as yet unasked questions!

Dinner Theater soon!
by Phil Lindsay
and Cheryl Horne
On Monday, January 18, the
Lawrence University Dinner
Theatre program wiil help you
to escape the confines of this
world. Yes, there is life outside
of the Mudd, of the Con, and,
yes, even outside of the Viking
Room-there is always the
stratosphere. W ant to go to
outer space but can’t afford the
Space Shuttle? Escape with
S ID E S H O W ON THE ROA D
TO BETA-MAXX or “in space
no one can hear you cuss.”
S ID E S H O W is a theatric com
pany best known for its com
edy» juggling and pantomine
shows. H ailing from M in
neapolis, Minnesota, this pro
fe ssion al V a rie ty Troupe
primarily tours the Upper
Midwest, but has performed
throughout the nation.
Members of S ID E S H O W in
clude The Kenosha Kid,The Im 
perial Flying Fool and E.Z.
Duzzit plus a host of other
rather unique characters. Never
before have a Comedy Doctor,
two jugglers, a Vaudeville Star,
and a Classical Actor been
thrown together with a Roadie
of unknown species and set
loose on the Cosmos. And you
are the Cosmos! SID E S H O W
takes you from planet to planet
w ith the acceleration of
G-forces or raising taxes, like
real space travel.
Utilizing theatrical and circus
skills, audience development
and weird props, S ID E SH O W
presents dynamic, unusual,
entertaining and memorable
programs. Their motto, “ never
dull,” has been affirmed by
thousands of audience members
in
m any
h u n d re d s
of
shows—see for yourself!
Join S ID E S H O W ON THE
RO A D TO BETA-MAXX on
its mission to the outer limits of
entertainment, January 19, in
Colman Dining Hall at 5:30

p.m. Make your Downer Dinner
digestable—and even if you
can’t, remember—“in space, no
one can hear you cuss.” Tickets
are available in the Box OfficeFREE with your L.U.I.D. and
“ food face.”

Presenting: Utter Triviality
Whether you like it or not,
THAT time is once again upon
us. The 17th Annual Midwest
T rivia Contest occurs on
January 22-24. For the benefit
of the new ly-born, the
freshmen, and the blissfuly
naive among you, an explana
tion is in order.
The Midwest Trivia Contest
was created in 1965 as a
method of com bating the
"cabin fever” which is known
to set in during the long cold
winters in the wilds of nor
theastern Wisconsin.
It also gives the student body
of dear old LU a chance to stay
up past their bedtimes. For 50
straight hours, the hearty in
habitants of the Fox Cities will
be tested on their knowledge of
any and all subjects including
film ,
m u sic ,
c u rre n t
events...anything is fair game.
This festival of idiocy, im
agination, and inform ation
begins at 10:00 p.m. on Friday,
climaxing in a blaze of nonsense
on Sunday at midnight and can
be heard only on W LFM , 91.1
on your FM dial.
The prime mover behind this
celebration of silliness is His
Holiness Pope Pontius Page Vi,
the spiritual head of all things
trivial and first runner-up in the
1981 Tom Selleck Look-Alike
Contest.
Heading the coterie of Trivia
M asters this year is the
dastardly Emperor Ming who
has temporarily suspended his
conquest of the universe to

Two weeks from tonight!

oversee the Trivial workings
here on our humble planet.
Assisting His Highness in this
endeavor is the Rt. Rev. Lizzie,
pastor of the First Moravian
Church of Omro, Wisconsin.
Not to be overworked, this
dynamic duo has enlisted the
aid of several faithfuls drawn
from the ranks of Triviadom.

F O R 5 POIN T S: who doesn’t fit?
These triviophiles include the legs and a good memory sta
Baron von Schwarzkopf: part tioned in the hall outside of
man, part myth, world-class W LFM Trivia Headquarters.
5. Dental records of King
beer taster and notorious
womanizer and the legendary Gustav of Sweden.
6. Sixteen small furry ob
Dr. Jazz, part-time percus
sionist and proctologist for a jects.
7. E norm ous stacks of
small music conservatory in the
reference materials, including
Midwest.
In the interest of a fun-filled The Complete Guide to Correct
contest, the Trivia Masters, Horseshoe Pitching (1956 ed.),
(magnanimous creatures that and a copy of Richard Nixon’s
they are), have put together 2nd grade essay, “Why I W ant
some tips for finding that winn To Be A Plumber.”
-8. Access to a university ex
ing combination:
1. Manpower sufficient to tension telephone. The onbuild a human chain around the campus number is ext. 6566.
Teams which are off-campus
Darboy Club.
must use 735-9338.

Verdehr Trio presents sound and fury
The internationally acclaimed
Verdehr Trio will perform on
the Law rence U n iv e rs ity
Chamber Music Series Friday,
Jan. 29, at 8 p.m. in Harper
Hall of Lawrence University’s
Music-Drama Center.
W a lte r
V e rd e h r,
E ls a
Ludewig-Verdehr, and Gary
Kirkpatrick bring to the Fox
Valley a refreshing musical
combination of virtuoso-caliber
violin, clarinet, and piano
talent. Their concert will be
divided between solo and
ensemble presentations so that
all three artists may be heard
alone and as a part of the trio.
The evening’s selections in
clude works by Dieter Einfeldt,
M ax
B runch,
F e lix
Mendelssohn, Bela Bartók, and
an American premiere of Don
Freund’s “Triomusic.”
“The Verdehr Trio,” accor
ding to an Italian newspaper,
“ favorably im pressed the
listeners by its very high degree
of technical virtuosity and con
summate artistry...The ease in
overcoming the most technical
hurdles that this rich and in
teresting program demands
made the playing memorable in
deed.”
The trio also has been praised
by critics in Germany, Spain,
Holland and England, as well
as in the United States.
Walter Verdehr, violinist, has
appeared as soloist with such
orchestras as the Houston Sym
phony, New York Municipal

Concerts Orchestra, and or
chestras in Michigan, New
York, Ohio, and California. He
has performed under the
a u s p ic e s
of
Je u n e s s e s
Musicales in Vienna and has
presented concerts in England,
Austria, Germany, Belgium,
and Czechoslavakia. He teaches
at Michigan State University.
Elsa Ludewig-Verdehr is one
of
t o d a y ’s o u t s t a n d in g
clarinetists. Her solo recital ap
pearances include Carnegie
H a ll,
B o s to n ’s G a rd n e r
Museum, the Phillips Collection
in Washington, D.C., and the
International Clarinet Clinic in
Denver. She has performed as
soloist with orchestras across
the nation and w ith the

Richards Wind Quintet. She is
a faculty member at Michigan
State University.
Gary Kirkpatrick, pianist, is
the winner of the Stepanov
Piano Competition in Vienna
and the International Piano
Competition in Jaen, Spain. His
solo recitals, chamber music
performances, and orchestra
engagements have been greeted
with high public and critical
praise. He is on the faculty of
the William Patterson College
of New Jersey.
C o m p o se r D on F re u n d
teaches at Memphis State
University. He has been com
missioned to write numerous
works, and sixty of his composi
tions have been performed

BEVERLY RUSCH
District 574 Sales Manager

Avon Selling Can Help
You Earn Money For College
FLEXIB LE H O U R S H IG H $$$

Call Mrs. Rusch at 734-0078

2. Libation and sustenance
(we recommend six packets of
Chinese noodles, a cheese
danish, and a four-pack of Guin
ness Stout per person.)
3. The running boards off a
1949 DeSoto.
4. A complete stereo system
including tape deck OR, alter
natively, someone with fast

Box ?41, Appleton. Wl. 54911

T H E V E R D E H R T R IO

across
th e
c o u n tr y .
“Triomusic” contains within it
a musical stream of con
sciousness not too different
from the literary stream of con
sciousness found in many of
William Faulkner’s works. The
Verdehr Trio gave the work its
world premiere last November
in Vienna.
The Verdehr Trio will begin a
world tour later this year. It
had also begun a series of recor
dings of newly commissioned
works and transcriptions of
other works for trio. This pro
ject has been undertaken with
the intention of enlarging the
literature for violin, clarinet,
and piano.
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C a m p u s in B r ie f s
fall and have photographs
which you would like to submit,
please see Sue Quentel, 401
Sage, or Rachel Barber, 433
Tuesday, Jan. 19, Lester Brokaw.
F re d e ric k
S to r a s k a ,
Thurow will speak on “Ethical
Constraints in Public Policy nationally-known speaker on
Decision-Making” at 2:15 p.m. rape and assault prevention,
in Riverview Lounge. Im  will tell “ How to Say No to A
mediately after Mr. Thurow’s Rapist and Survive” on Tues
talk will be a question and day, January 19, 7:30 p.m. at
answer session sponsored by the Lawrence U n iv e rsity ’s
the Philosophy and Public Memorial Chapel, Appleton.
Policy Clubs. This session, in The presentation is free to the
which all students are en public and co-sponsored by Fox
couraged to participate, will be Valley Technical Institute’s
headed by professors LaRoque, Academic and Cultural Com
mittee and Lawrence Universi
Dreher, and Miller.
The Ariel is in the process of ty ’s Campus Life group.
assembling its “off-campus” To the Lawrence Community:
There are a number of press
section. If you participated in
an off-campus program in the ing social and political pro

blems confronting our interna
tional and local communities to
day. In an effort to actively ad
dress these issues the Council
for Social Concern has been
formed by a group of Lawrence
students.
In the face of nuclear escala
tion, W a tt’s environm ental
policies, Nestle’s exploitation of
the Third World and other
serious questions, our objective
is to make the Lawrence Com
munity an active and informed
part of the decision-making pro
cess.
We meet at 4:30 p.m. each
Tuesday, in the Coffeehouse. If
you share similar concerns,
please join us.
Sincerely,
The Council for
Social Concern

from page. 1

Thurow speaks on world market
petroleum products — virtually
every American. The exploita
tion of vast tracts of oil shale in
the western states would cause
water supplies to be diverted
from agricultural and recrea
tional interests. Innovations to
improve factory productivity
almost inevitably cost some in
dustrial workers their jobs, as
do policies of allowing ineffi
cient industries in the U.S. to
succumb to foreign competi
tion.
W ith the government so
heavily involved in the forma
tion of economic policy, these
trade-offs become the respon
sibility of the political system, a
system Thurow believes is cur
rently not up to the task. Politi
cians, he suggests, lack the for
titude to impose the inevitable
losses and find ways to blame
the failure of current policies on
other politicians. The virtual
non-existence of a meaningful
party system makes united
legislative action in any direc
tio n im p o s s ib le . A lm o s t
everyone has a vested interest
in the outcome of policy deci
sions and groups which stand
to lose are able to apply lobby
ing and litigation in such a way

that all policy decisions are
thwarted. Everyone clings
tenaciously to his own share of
a shrinking pie and the political
system is stymied. Thurow
believes that the economic solu
tions to our economic problems
are readily available; the pro
blem is finding the political
wherewithal to implement the
needed policies.
In setting forth what he sees
as the necessary policies,
Thurow has defied ideological
labelling. Some of his sugges
tio n s , su ch as m a s s iv e
redistributions of wealth to
close the yawning gulf between
America’s richest and poorest
sectors, guarantees to each
citizen of a minimum income
“ floor” equal to half the
average American’s income,
and creating a large pool of
government sponsored jobs for
those left unemployed by the
p riv ate economy certainly
justifies the liberal reputation
Thurow earned in 1972 as an
economic advisor to presiden
t ia l
c a n d id a t e
G eorge
McGovern. A t the same time,
Thurow advocates abolishing
the corporate income tax,
eschews nationalization, calls
for fewer government régula-

tions on business, and favors
allowing non-competitive cor
porations to fold rather than
limp along on government sub
sidies (Thurow would rather
place a safety net under the
employees of corporations
rather than the corporations
themselves), all goals likely to
find more favor with the Right
than with the Left.
Still, Thurow is considered
one of the leading alternative
voices in an economic debate
dominated by free-marketeers
and supply-siders, and some
suggest that if and when a
s tr o n g lib e r a l or so c ial
democratic movement gets
under way in the 1980’s, Lester
Thurow is likely to be one of the
chief architects of its economic
program.
In addition to presenting the
c o n v o c a tio n le c tu re , M r.
Thurow will participate in a
news conference at 9:00 a.m.
the same day in the Gold Room
of Downer Commons, in a ques
tion and answer session on
“ Ethical Constraints” in Public
Policy Decision-Making” at
2:15 in Riverview Lounge, and a
panel discussion on The ZeroSum Society at 4:15 p.m. also in
Riverview.

'.T,~Phone: 739-1223

C O N K E Y ’S
BOOK STORE
—

Y e llo w

20% OFF

D o t C le a r a n c e S a le —

selected styles of LU t-shirts and jackets.

739-1223

S K I SKI SKI SK I SK I SKI
Ski Winter Weekend. Everyone
welcome. Spaces are still available
but filling fast. To reserve your
space or for further information
contact^ Mark Lisy, ext. no. 6877_.
D. —I think I ’ve discovered the
truth about the Uncles: they
haven't returned from the Union
yet. One is in Odessa, singing at the
"D olphin”, occasionally pummeling fresh sailors, and then biting
the heads off the crows which they
are known to bandy about their
shoulders (only wives of Politburo
members get parrots). The other
>yas in Moscow as a waiter in the
Intourist Hotel. He was fired from
that post because of what was of
ficially labelled “a move to more
upbeat personnel”, though it pro
bably was due to some scandal with
a djezhurnaja. This can only mean
one thing. No tears, comrade, we
m ust face the situation with
courage. The Duckplan must be
enacted. Mobilize your units and
come armed with beer and bridge
mix to the Duckbank in time for
dinner. The password will be "na
remont.” Try to keep the group
small as they will have to fit into
the viewfinder.
T RU P
P.S. Come to think of it, wouldn’t
this be an ideal time to introduce
singing and immorality to the
department?
Ed. note: Dear Trup, you owe us
50T more.__________
TO T HE F A M IL Y —Tried ^ I m 
prove attitude over break, but to
no avail. Even though Frank Capra
said " I t ’s A Wonderful Life”, his
movie also showed that it ’s the nice
guy that gets stepped on. I don’t
want to be a doormat.
___ ____ __________ M r. Optimism
C H R IS S IE H Y N D E — I t ’s either
Ray Davies or ME...The choice is
yours.
The Prince o f Percussion
T H E R E W IL L BE AN informa
tional meeting for students in
terested in taking summer courses
at the ACM Wilderness Field Sta
tion starting June 12 or July 17,
1982. Courses are available for both
science and nonscience students.
Slides of the Field Station will be
shown at the meeting which will be
held in Stephenson 201 on Thurs
day , Jan. 21 at 4:20 p .m ^
THE P H I K APPA TAU Frater
nity Brothers invite you to grab a
friend and kick up your heels at our
Reggae Party tonight at 9 p.m. You
can find this event behind the
Brown Doors.
AN
O R G A N IZ A T I O N A L
meeting of the Lawrence Universi
ty College Republicans will be held
on Monday, January 18th at 9:30
p.m. in the main lounge of Ormsby
Hall. A representative of the Col
lege Republican National Commit
tee will be on hand to answer any
questions and explain the purpose
of
th e
L aw re nc e
C o lle g e
Republicans. All students are
welcome and encouraged to attend.

PD G T K —Hope you had a good
vacation. Glad to see your back I
missed you. Good luck next week
finding out what you are!__
2 IN
M-P-C—Glad to see you back.
Work hard! P-don’t worry your
new roomie is a nice guy! C —be
good and if you can’t be good, be
careful! Poor M no advise!!!
N A N CY—I ’ll visit your car at
the car hospital while I ’m at home.
See you Saturday. Your roomie,
Alicia.
TO T H E T H A N K S G IV IN G
ALphabet family, and Gladys,
June Hazel, Blanch and Beatrice,
thanks for your support and friend
ship;_______________________ A M J .
M U N IC H
S E M IN A R
friends—I ’m doing quite well here
in Germany. Found a job on a base
which isn’t worthy of a Lawrence
education but it pays $3.60/hour.
Suffered many hassles with both
American and German officials on
getting German residence and
work permits. In two weeks (today
is the 6th) I begin to my (hopefully)
four months of travel. Planning on
going to most Eurail countries and
Israel and Morocco. Have been
hearing that my two weeks on
Crete won't be so cold after all. Will
be staying with a number of friends
from the Institute. Haven’t heard
from Harry though. Kris and Jody:
I meet a group from UW Stevens
Point in Munich. Two of the girls
have met you at the Fussen Youth
hostel. Knew a guy Dave from
Neenah(?). Tom, who would have
said “ All the Phi Delts of my
dreams have been replaced by
p i l o t s . ” ? A sk a P B P u p 
perclassman for clues. Plan on be
ing back to States and LU before or
on graduation. Hope to see you all
then, until W R IT E (only 206
stamps needed)
LM B c/o Sandra Brady
P.O. Box 153
APO NY 09123
P.S. JD M , all my love and kisses,
no matter what I dream about the
pilotji._____ ______
T H E TROUT CLUB lives in
Brussels. I t ’s wet and cold so we’re
going to Greece.
A N D Y H OPT ON—How many
are cookin' on the grill?
___________
Spud and IJeeg
PETE C A R L SO N -Lookin for
ward to our annual road trip to
Madison in the spring. B-there,
Aloha. Your chauffeur and her
travelling companion. P.S. While
the mice are away, the cat does

pl«X:__________________________
E U R O PE AN hug patrol to Kohl!
N A TA SH A D O YLE, your com
rades in Dublin are in need of one
regulation sized Drool Cup. Please
send in the next Red Cross

package._______________________
BET A S—L ’esprit de la Revolu
ción lives in Paris.
Corlett &
Mullin
M E A D E R —We've met your dou
ble. He plays the tambourine; he
makes us drool. (See Ginny Teas for
details)
Deeg <£ Jenny Doores'
roommate.
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Knox tonight

Cagers off to fast start
by Benjamin Pason
The Vikings opened up the
New Year by defeating the
University of Chicago for the
second time 81-70 at the Alex
ander Convocation Center. The
victory gave Lawrence an
overall record of 6-1, their best
start since 1952. Lawrence is
currently 2-0 in the Midwest
Conference’s East Division and
hoping to win a berth in the
Conference’s post season tour
nament at the end of February.
The Vikes’ win over the
Maroons can be pinpointed to
the team’s bench strength and
stellar freethrow shooting. The
bench led by Jack Ehren (18
points), Derrick DeWalt (10),
and Howard Cohn (15) all came
off the bench to spark the Vik
ing effort combining for 43 of
the team’s 81 points. From the
charity stripe Lawrence canned
28 of 38 for 71%, and 18 for 20
in the second half.
From the opening tip, the
Vikes took immediate com
mand by Captain Cam Jackson
who promptly stole the ball
from a Maroon guard. Though
the Vikes failed to score on this
turnover, it was clear that the
Vikings were committed to play
aggressive defense. The stingy
defense in the first half coupled
with the crisp offensive execu
tion propelled Lawrence to take i
a commanding 41-32 half-time
lead.
But as the second half began,
the Vikings’ balanced attack
was stifled by mental errors,
turnovers and generally sloppy
b a s k e tb a ll. T hough the
Maroons seemed undermanned
and less talented player by
player, Chicago never gave up
and fought its way back into
the game.
The massive substitution by
Chicago — ala Dean Smith’s
Blue team strategy — gave the
Maroons a 48-44 lead at the
10-minute mark.
Coach Gallus, seeing the tem
po of the game completely turn
in Chicago’s favor, again looked
to his bench for the solution.
Quickly, the pinemen put the
Vikes back into the lead at
51-49. First Cohn converted a
three-point play on a driving
lay-up, followed by DeWalt’s
laser beam jumpshot from the
left baseline and Terry
Coenen’s turn-around fall away
returned the Viking’s lead for
the rest of the contest.
The two teams traded
baskets until the minute mark
when the Vikes gradually
began to pull away from the
tired Maroons, hitting 10 or 11
free throws down the stretch.
Other fine performances were
handed in by the steady Dave
Knopp with 13 points and the
always hustling Chris McClean
with 10. Dan Busiel shackled
with foul trouble chipped in 9
points.
The Vikes, coming off a
disappointing loss to the
Milwaukee School of Engineer
ing in overtime (86-84), got back
on the winning track by down
ing the Marion Sabres 86-76 in
Fond du Lac Tuesday night.
The win will give Lawrence the
needed confidence to meet their
conference opponents in the
coming month. The players are
excited to finally bring the
I^awrence basketball program
out of the void of mediocrity,
but also to win a case of Cham
pagne that awaits the team
after winning their 12th game.
The game was a see-saw bat
tle with neither team able to
control the tempo of the con
test. However the game was a
crowd’s delight, for the lead
changed constantly throughout

the game. In the first half the
Vikes seemed reluctant on of
fense and defense, playing
uninspired ball.
The Viking-5 first-half blues
are linked to their inability to
"crack” a tough Marion zone.
Foul trouble also hampered the
Vikes, shackling aggressive
defensive play. Sophomore Dan
Busiel and junior Chris Mc
Clean both had two early fouls,
while Dave Knopp had three.
Even with Lawrence’s listless
and uneffective play, the Vikes
newborn spirit kept the team in
the game to hold on to a 38-36
half-time lead.
The second half was a re-run
of the first. The Vikes play in
the first three minutes was
again bridled by sporadic play.
Cam “ Rocket” Jackson and
Double D DeWalt were the
main reasons for keeping
Lawrence in the ball game after
the Sabres moved out into a
four-point lead with 12 minutes
left to play.
Jackson having his finest
game as a Viking hit 9 of 16

field goals and a freethrow to
give him a career high of 19
points. DeWalt controlled the
defensive end with three block
ed shots while contributing 13
point, two slam dunks and an
errant behind the back pass to a
Sheboygan lady in the 3rd row.
The offensive surge led by
Jackson, supported by DeWalt
and Coenen, brought the Vikes
a tie at 53 with 10 minutes re
maining. Th« Vikes on their
next possession took the lead
for good on Coenen’s rebound
lay-up.
The contest remained close
until the last 2Vt minutes when
the Vikes late game surge
outscored Marion 10-4 to bring
the team four games away from
a Champagne breakfast.
Other Viking standouts con
tributing to the victory were
Terry Coenen’s 12 points, Dan
Busiel added 10, Jack Ehren 8,
and Dave Knopp chipped in 9.
Tonight, the Vikes take a
league leading 2-0 record (8-2
overall) against the Knox
Siwash at Alexander, posttime
7:30.

Midwest Conference
EAST DIVISION
Conf.
Beloit
Lawrence
Ripon
Lake Forest
Chicago

w
3
2
0
0
0

L
0
0
1
1
3

WEST DIVISION
Se aso n
w
8
6
5
1
4

L
1
2
4
5
4

Conf.
Monmouth
Carleton
Cornell
Knox
Coe
Grinnell

w
2
3
2
1
1
0

L
0
1
2
1
2
2

S e aso n
W
3
6
3
1
1
1

L
2
5
7
7
9
6

Player of ttye Week

Upchucking
You may be wondering why there are new, higher
prices in the Viking Toom these days. You may be
wondering why there are so many new faces dispensing
those inflated draughts. You may be wondering why
Kenny Urbanski is unemployed.
In an exclusive story, a Lawrentian photo-journalist using infra red film -caught the administrative wheels
in mid-turn. Here Union/Grill Manager Marge Van Roy
gazes deep into her magic crystal pitcher to find the
answer to her thorny dilemna. The Lawrentian staff
was unable to ideniify the gruesome apparition which
appeared in reponse.

WANT TO KILL A
CONVERSATION7
JUST MENTION
COLON AND
TELL ME
RECTUM CANCER WHEN
YOURE
FINISHED

IN T RA M U RA LS
1 9 8 2 W re s tlin g C h am p io n s:
Weight Class 118— no entries
126— John Pericles
134— Todd Wexman. Sage
142— Joe Ahmad. Delt
150— Dave Novickis, Sage
158— Henry Miller, Delt
167— Paul Carter. Phi Delt

SEE7EVEN THOUGH
IT'S ONE OF THE
MOST TREATABLE I DON'T
KINDS OF
WANT
CANCER
TO TALK
ABOUT

WELL THEN. AT
LEAST READ ABOUT IT
ABOUT A SIMPLE
TESTING PROCEDURE
ABOUT HOW EARLY
DETECTION AND TREATMENT
CAN SAVE LIVES

“ IT ’S M Y B A L L and I ’m taking it home.’

AMAZING1

177— Shawn Mclntire. Plantz
190— Graham Satherlie, Phi Delt
H w t— Ron Reising, Phi Delt

Other I.M . Info:
Basketball— Starts Thurs., Jan 21
Broomball— Entry deadline is Monday;
starts Sat., Jan 23
Table Tennis— Tournament is sponsor
ed by the Association of College
Unions International
W inners
will advance to a regional competi
tion Starts at 9 a m on Saturday
Finals are on Sunday beginning at
1 p.m. Come watch the action'

Q u ic k
Q u a lit y
C o p ie s

BUT WHY DIDN'T
WE TALK ABOUT
THIS BEFORE7

308 N. Appleton St.
(2 blocks north of Prange's)

734-9997

ftbdiAUHAVI i

TakeaBteofe
(¡tom V

m m i!

2blocks fromCampus

A m e ric a n
Cancer
S o c ie ty
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Opener tonight

Pucksters key for season
by Spoonah
Tonight beneath the smoky
rafters of the Tri-County Ice
Arena, Lawrence’s home rink,
the h ockey te am p la y s
U.W.-Milwaukee in the first
game of the season. It is a
Lawrence team which promises
all the tumultuous excitement,
competition and comedy of
years past. Early scouting and
player reputation indicate that
this season will be a successful
one.
Only since Tuesday has the
te am been s c r im m a g in g .
“There is so much we haven’t
done yet,” exclaimed veteran
wing Rob Frazier. Skating late
into the frigid nights of the past
two weeks, the team has been
slowly loosening up, dusting off
the moves, and, in some cases,
learning how to skate again.
The first game has arrived
quickly.
From freshm an through
senior class, the team member
ship is evenly distributed as
is correspondingly, the talent.
New coach Steve Anderson
will be depending on flashy
freshmen impresarios as well as
rickety four year veterans to
try and recapture champion
ship honors from St. Norbert.
The club is led by Mike Fallon
and Dave Drake, though the
direction in which they lead is
far from certain. Mike, the man
with the magic stick, comes to
Lawrence from the renowned
Edina system, while Duck, the
flash from the east, comes to
the flatlands from the world’s
chain store, Gardener, Mass.
Duck was the league’s high
scorer last year, as was Mike in
his own first, ambitious year.
Stalwart veteran Chris M it
chell is back from a year of pro
specting and debauchery for
credit in the Southwest. His
concentration has recently been
on “learning how to skate
again.” Teammates have been
n o tic in g
how good h is
employer. Miller Brewing, has
been to him. Chris is confident
that his lowered center of gravi
ty will accenturate his check
ing.
Enlightened by his grand

It ’s the beginning of a new term, and as such it is time for
the long overdue, much awaited Sports Editor’s treatise on
editorial policy. Granted, these things usually come early in
first term, but better late than never, right?
Over the past term we have tried to present the sports in a
more serious light than it has been done previously, due to a
strong belief that there are many Lawrentians who are avid
sports fans and many more who would be if sports were treated
seriously.
Due to limited space, among other things, we seem to have
developed an emphasis toward reporting the more popular, bet
ter known sports, with the result being a possible neglect of
others. This is, perhaps, part of an inevitable tendency towards
“giving the people what they want,” (or at least what they will
read,) one side of the age-old journalistic debate about what
should be printed and why. This term we will attempt to reverse
this trend somewhat—although the major emphasis will still be
on the “big money” sports, we will attempt to cover a lesserpublicized sport in depth each week. This task will be made
easier by the addition of the perspicacious J.F. Rees to the
Sports Department as Assistant Edit«*.

S O U L O N IC E .
tour of last year, Mike Allen
will defend the goal once again
this season, his last. The only
known hockey goalie in the
school, Mike was unfairly
criticized recently by Coach
Anderson for having so many
holes in him that he (the coach)
could hardly see him. Scott
Chase, is more complementarv
of Mike saying, “ He’s some
kind of goal tender.”
Eric Ostenso, a player who
combines refined skills with a
violent streak is a cornerstone
on defense, but may skate at
wing or strong arm line with big
Don Marks and John White.
The defense also features the ef
fervescent Steve Hagen, rugg
ed Greg Uselmann and, until he
broke his leg, the stylish Paul
Smith, among others. It is like
ly that Mike Fallon will be play
ing some defense.
Smooth moving Rob Frazier, in
his third year, is a force to be
watched at left wing and has
been moving the puck well with
Duck Drake and Pete Montross. M att McCutcheon is
capable of anything, playing at
wine
his own inimitable ag
gressive style, and has worked
well with Mitchell in the past.
Snowed in at Minneapolis,
Jeff Skoog arrived late this
term to find that Lawrence,
t y p ic a lly
c o n fu s e d
an d
unorganized, had no room
allocated to him. Sleeping on

either Mike Fallon’s floor or
Orm sby’s Lounge furniture,
Jeff waited for his equipment,
routed by Greyhound through
Bangkok. But now the funky
offenseman is ready to play
hockey, much to the relief of
teammates and fans alike, who
worried over the effects his
absence would have on the
season.
Sophomore John Ryan, show
ing a stronger form than last
year, is skating surprisingly
well, as is classmate Chuck
Uselmann, rarely oonfused with
his brother, Gragg. Relieved to
have left soccer be h in d ,
freshman Pete Montross is hap
py to have the blades on and do
ing what he does best. Pete, like
John and Chuck, will surely
contribute to the top lines. Also
valuable to the team are Ross
Hyslop, Tony Hurtig, and other
yet to be established.
During the now legendary
Domash years, the team played
a defensively oriented puckdumping strategy punctuated
by improvisational, individual
play. Unlike Mad Larry, Ander
son hopes to have the team
playing a passing game em
phasizing control at both ends
of the ice. This team has the
talent and depth to make it
work. The m ost e x c itin g
Lawrence sport to watch after
Lacrosse, hockey this season at
the Tri-County Ice Arena will
be worth watching.

Strokers getting off to a good start
by Sparky
We know the sound of two
hands splashing, but what is
the s o u n d o f one h a n d
splashing.
—zen koan
The last vestiges of or
thodoxy were done away with
as the men’s and women’s swim
teams traveled to Waukesha,
Wisconsin Wednesday after
noon, to take on the Carroll Col
lege and Illinois Institute of
Technology swim teams. Form
was forgotten in favor of a new,
more brutal approach to the
sport which delighted both
neophytes and upperclassmen
disillusioned with swimming
dogma of the past.
J u n io r
M egan
B a ilif f
spearheaded the movement by
setting a new women’s varsity
record in the 100 yard
backstroke. “The whole con
cept of aggression agrees with
me,” said Megan. But Andrew
Burnett was a bit less en
thusiastic over the new at
titude. He is, in actuality, a vic
tim of the new brutality, laid
low w ith a g ro in in ju ry
perpetuated by Bailiff.
Andrew is representative of
the orthodox faction of the

team. Rick Maddox was also
among those casting his vote in
favor of orthodoxy. “ That girl
diving for Carroll,” he said,
“has fantastic legs.” Thus in
spired, Rick managed a strong
200 yard freestyle. “ A t this
point, I find myself idolizing
R ic k
M a d d o x ,”
gushed
freshman Bob Cantfield. “ I t ’s
clear to me that Rick’s very
essence necessarily involves ex
cellence in the swimming pool.
He’s also got an eye for
women’s legs.” But the real
highlight of Bob’s afternoon
was the 500 yard freestyle. It
was in this event that Bob’s
spiritual serenity became ob
vious. Rounding out this wing
of the team were juniors David
Powers and Larry Leporte,
whose inborn conservatism was
manifested by the continuation
of their rivalry in the sprint (50
and 100 yard freestyle) events.
In th e f in a l a n a ly s is ,
however, the day belonged to

The Skinner Box

th e
r a d ic a ls ,
e s p e c ia lly
freshman Jennifer Kihler who,
with her typically anarchic zeal,
picked up first place and a new
women’s varsity record in the
100 yard breaststroke. Awed
by this performance, freshman
David Zeiss and seniors Lynn
DeVelder and Tom Boy a turned
in fine performances of their
ow n an d c e le b ra te d by
s im u lta n e o u s ly
d o in g a
“ Fruitstripe ju m p ” on the pool
deck. Meanwhile, Karen Malm,
Caroline Cam pbell, Shawn
Hogan, and Bill Shaw lamented
the fact that the team had had
only one week of practice prior
to the afternoon in Waukesha
and spoke of next week’s en
counter with the Ripon swim
mers. In the words of coach
Fred Gaines, “ Bring on the
rutabagas!”
Lawrence faces Ripon at the
Alexander Gym Pool Friday,
January 22. As usual, the first
200 spectators will be admitted
free.

In some unfinished business from last term, I would like to
thank the following individuals for their invaluable contribu
tions to the fell editions of The Lawrentian: Malibu, for his
always thrilling, if somewhat lengthy, football narratives;
Spoon, for trying to make the pitiful LU Soccer Team sound
respectable; Miles Toogo, for his accounts of the Cross Country
team s t hrilling exploits; Dave Trimble for his editorial exper
tise, and all of the various others who made the editor’s job so
much easier. I would especially Kke to thank Sports Informa
tion Director Rick Peterson for his invaluable assistance
throughout the year.
—TOM SKINNER
Sports Editor

Women’s hoopers
ranked number one
The women’s basketball team
is on the move! Currently rank
ed number 1 in NCAA Division
II I , the women eagers have
compiled a 4-0 record under new
head coach Bob Kastner and
assistant Fran Kastner.
According to the latest Divi
sion I I I statistics, the Vikettes
were 2nd in scoring margin, 4th
in defense, and 9th in scoring
offense.
Three of the women were also
recognized for individual per
formances. Ju n io r Theresa
Welhoefer was tied for the free
throw percentage in the nation,
shooting a perfect 100%. Robin
Chapman, a junior, is ranked
number one in rebounding,
averaging 16.5 per game. Also
showing good strength on the
boards is sophomore Carol Arnosti • ranked fifth with a 13.5
rebounds per game average.
The other key members of the
team are Deb Jaryszak, the on
ly senior (who is also a tri
captain with Chapman and
Welhoefer); juniors Heidi “ All
Purpose” Berres, Denise Wills
and Régula Vitt, and freshmen
Sandi Goldhammer and Leslie
Will.
Those who have fallen to the
F ig h t in g
V ik e tte s
are
Edgewood (79-51), arch rival
Ripon (60-41), Lakeland (46-43),
and Marian (47-45).

Welhoefer and Chapman.

On Tuesday when the Viket
tes invaded Marian, Chapman
led the team with a 17 rebound
performance, while Welhoefer
scored 14 points followed by
Am osti who chipped in 10
points and grabbed 9 rebounds.
The two guards, Berres and
Jaryszak, had 4 and 2 points
respectively.
This Saturday the women
take on Concordia at 1:00, and
Monday they face a tough St.
Norbert team at 7:00. Both
games will be played at Alex
ander Gymnasium.

Where the
good times
roll and roll
and roll. . .
2 2 3 E . C o lle g e A v e .,
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M y name is Andy Hazucha, I like satire, I ’m in here to
abuse people.
—Rebel, on the first day of fiction calss.
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